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ADVERTISEMENTS.

We advertise only what we have
and exactly as it is.

Murphy & McGarry

A Fatal Birthday.

* *

Will show for Spring the largest and best line of new
Spring Styles in Mens, Boys and Children's Clothing in
the city. Our ambition is to give our customers satisfaction in style, fit and durability. If you want a good
suit for little money and a large assortment of the very
latest styles to select from, call on us. We keep nothing
but the very best materials.
Clothing bought of us is a guarantee that the make is
reliable, and the style and finish are the latest and best
and the prices the lowest.
We make a specialty of novelties in small boys' suits.

A TALE FOUNDED ON FACT.
[Continued from last week.]

The cure thought the moment favorable to observe gently that religion
alone could bring comfort to her life,
and reminded her of the words of our
Saviour: "Blessed are they that
mourn, for they shall be comforted."
M. le Cure," she replied, calmly,
but firmly, "if is not the first time
Norwich, Conn.
that you have insinuated that I ought
to practise my religion ; in doing so,
you do not know my character. lam
as well acquainted with the precepts
of the Gospel as you are; I believe
them as fully. You wish me to
pray; now what are the words our
Lord teaches us to say ? 'Forgive
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,
us our trespasses as we forgive them
that trespass against us.' Well, 1
THE LATEST
never have forgiven and never will
AND NEWEST MATERIALS
forgive the murderers of my brother.
I can not injure them, indeed they
ALWAYS IN STOCK.
are perhaps now beyond the reach of
human vengeance, but no matter;
Special
the will to seek revenge is there; I
feel a morbid satisfaction in that sentiment of hatred, as though it were
the one vibrating chord which tells me
my heart is not dead. Again, you
advise me to go to the Church to seek
consolation; are you not aware of
those words : 'If at the foot of the
altar you remember that you have
something against your neighbor, go
first and be reconciled to him, then
come
and offer your gift ?' How
NORWICH, CONN.
could I kneel at the altar rail with a
heart so full of hatred? And now
that I have revealed to you my sentiFrom which the pictures in the Rkyikw ments, will you still press me to pracwere made of Key. John N'eale, Key. F. tise, or rather to mock, our holy reM. Murray and Key. K. F. Fitzgerald, ligion? "
were made by
Madamoiselle," replied the priest,
I would implore you to change
those sentiments. Think of that diSHANNON BUILDING, Norwich, Conn, vine pardon pronounced by Jesus
Christ on the cross when looking on
VOLUNTEER AND ALLRIGHT
his murderers he said: "Father,
forgive them."
"He was God," Hermanie answered, in a subdued tone; "lam a
For Steam and Hot Water Heating.
poor, weak woman."
PLUMBING AND GASFITTING.
But Christ is our model, and all
THOS. F. BURNS, 92 Franklin Strete the saints have imitated him."
Norwich, Conn.
"I am not a saint."
Youare right," replied the priest,
"you are a poor, weak woman, but
you yourself have suggested the
thought which should fill you with enLadies' and Children's Hosiery,
couragement. Yes! He is God;
Gloves, Corsets and Corset Waists ;
and because he is God he is able and
Ladies' Muslin Underwear, in Night
help necessary
Kobes, Drawers, Skirts and Corset willing to give you the
to fulfil his commands. He bids us
Covers;
forgive our enemies as he himself did,
Children's Coats and Bonnets,
Infants' Long and Short Cloaks. and, as God, he both can and will
Caps, &c, &c.
give us the grace to do so. Only we
must not resist or refuse him."
"Perhaps so,'' answered Hermanie,
coldly, but I had not thought of
144 and 146 Main St., that."
The cure said, as he rose to deNORWICH, CONN.
part: "I fear, Madamoiselle, that
yours is a dillicult case, yet I do not
JOBBERS AND RETAILERS.
despair. I shall recommend you to
in
Established
i.«m.
the holy souls in purgatory; I have
often obtained through their intercession things which, humanlyspeaking, appeared impossible. And," he
added, after a moment's hesitation,
if your brother be still among those
suffering souls, I will ask that he may
be allowed to touch the heart of one
so dear to him."
Artists' Materials, Photographic Outfits
"My brother!" exclaimed Herand Supplies.
Oh, M. le
manie, with emotion.
C, Cure, you forget that he has been

MURPHY & McGARRY,
145 Main St.,
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T ?JA Co.,
84 MAIN STREET,

"

MILLINERY!
Attractions in

Norwich, Conn.

Dress
Laces.
MEN'S OUTFITTERS,
RELIABLE DEALERS IN

McCLENATHAN
124 Main Street,

EI CLOTHING, PHOTOGRAPHS
HATS
?

AND

?

Furnishings !

BRANNOCK,

"

BOILERS,

SPRING STOCK

WILL BE READY
EARLY IN MAY.
\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666
Who's Your Hatter?

"
"

Our Specialties Are

JOHN A. MORAN! J. McJENNETT,
Corner Main and Shetu ket Sts.,
NOKWICII, CONN.

J. W. BROWN,

FOTOGRAFER
Fine

Successor to DURGAN.
Work at Popular

"

Prices.

PRENTICE FURNITURE CO.,
82 and 84 Franklin Street,

"

CRANSTON & CO.,
Booksellers, Stationers,

NEWS DEALERS.

158 MAIN ST.,

w,

"

"

dead fifteen years. He can not be
still in purgatory."
"Ah, those arc questions we can
not decide. I know God's mercy is
great, especially to those to whom
men show least mercy. Vet your
brother received a fearfully sudden
summons to die, and who can say that
in those few moments which preceded
his death he was able fully to prepare
himself to appear before God? or
that, although I do not doubt his
Christian sentiments, there may not
have remained on his soul stains of a
thoughtless life, such as was led by
so many of the young emigres?"
The cure had departed, and Hermanie remained alone; it had been
her yearly habit to watch through the
night of the fatal birthday. It always
seemed to her impossible to rest on
such an anniversary. The old servant
was acquainted with his mistress'
custom; having therefore brought the
lights, and seen that the doors of the
house were locked, he retired to rest.
Hermanie sat in the silent chamber,
plunged in a melancholy reverie. She
thought of that night when she stood
with beating heart beneath her brother's window, then she saw the group
that issued from the General's house,
the moonlight flashing on the soldiers'
arms, and Hyacinth in the midst of
them ; how he stood alone calm and
pale. She passed her hand over her
eyes was she dreaming, or was it
an effectof over-wroiightiuiagination ?
It seemed to her that her brother was
really standing before her in that very
room. She was fully awake, for she
heard the old clock on the stairs
strike. Yes! it was he, not changed
by years as she was, but in the strength
and beauty of his nineteenth birthday ;
ho looked sad, but resigned. Something in his appearance which awed
her prevented his sister from advancing to embrace him ; she instinctively
felt that an abyss lay between them.
He was spiritualized ; she was still of
the earth. She clasped her hands
upon her throbbing breast.
Hyacinth, my brother! what has
brought thee back to this world of
sorrow?" she murmured, in a voice
thrilling with emotion.
Sister," replied the spirit, gravely,
1 have come to complain of the
cruelty with which I have been
?

"

"

''

treated."
"I knowit,"slieanswered, quickly,

"your death is imprinted in lire on
my heart, your blood seems to cry for
vengeance in my cars; but what
would you have me do?"
I do not mean my death; life,
seen from eternity, is like a speck on
the ocean; death is but a passing
pang, the threshold into the vestibule
of the mansionof the King. But that
which alllicts me most is that you, my
own sister, you whom I loved so
dearly, have forgotten me."
Forgotten you ! " exclaimed Hermanie.
Has a day passed without
my thinking of you ? Have not my
nights been disturbed by sad dreams
of you ? In thefull llowerof my youth
I refused all offers of pleasure and
happiness, because without you my
heart would not rejoice ! "
"Alas ! your tears and your despair
availed me nothing ; it was prayers
that 1 longed for, that might aid me

"

"

"

ADVERTISEMENTS.

M. Y. MURPHY,
Funeral Director and Embalmer,

3
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to pay the debts I had contracted by
sin. For years I have waited in
vain; no prayer was'breathed for
me on earth. My body was buried
No. 87 FRANKLIN STREET,
without pious supplication ; no priest
NorwichjConn.
has ever offered a Mass for me. I
have seen countless souls rise to the
mansions of eternal bliss, freed by the
prayers and Communions offered for
them while I am left to expiatealone !
The decidedly suniincrish weather we've been having puts one in
Yet in my last moments, when the
justice of God dawned upon mo with mind of warm fabrics.
a fearful vividness, and almost overYou'll find all kinds here.
powered me, I had one consoling
being
any
Not
in
Especially worthy of mention are
other line of business I will thought: 'The prayers of my sister
give my personal attention to all branches of
undertaking at any time and in any place. will follow me beyond the grave.'
Use of parlors given free when called for.
Connected by Long Distance Telephone. Last night for the first time a Dc ProCall No. 10?3. Open day and night. Ring fundi's was said for me ; it obtained
bell for night calls.
Residence N0.'24 High street. Agent for for me the permission to come and
floral designs and grave vaults.
plead my cause with you. Have
We have an unusually handsome line, consisting of all sorts of
compassion on your brother, help to
shorten the time of his punishment. charming designs in the newest colorings.
You on earth can not conceive the
UNDERTAKER.
anguish of a soul who for one brief
They are only 2iic yard. Worth much more.
moment has seen its God and then
finds itself banished from his Presence ! "
Hermanie threw herself on her
WALL PAPERS, COFFINS,
knees.
"Oh! Hyacinth, pardon
They are selling fast nowadays. No wonder in that. The assortCaskets, Robes, Etc.
me ! " she exclaimed.
I have in" I imag- ment is bigger and better than ever.
A FINE LINE OF PARLOR AND COOK deed been cruel to you while
ined I was honoring your memory."
STOVES.
Two qualities:
(Conclusion next week.)

The Boston Store.
BEAUTIFUfWASH COODS.

?

M.

HOURIGAN~

Furniture, Carpets, Oil Cloths,

66 Main St., Norwich, Conn.

Domestic at 12 1-2c yard.

Imported at 2&e yardl.

During the great strike a few
years ago among the ollicials of the
North British railway much difficulty
was experienced in finding qualified
Are attracting much attention. Exclusive and dainty designs and
engine-drivers to maintain the necesmostly in Dress Patterns. No two alike. See them.
sary train service. Upon one occasion a young fellow was put upon a
section in Fife. One day he ran some
distance past a certain station ; and
114 MAIN ST.,
NORWICH, CONN. upon putting back he went as far the
NORWICH, CONN.
other way. The station-master seeing him preparing for another attempt, to the great amusement of the
on the platform, shouted
passengers
AT $1.50, $2.00, $2.50 *'><! $3.00
Just
are stylish, perfect fitting and
bide where you are, Thomas !
durable and at the price it is im- We'll shift the station."
We cordially invite the public to inspect
possible to produce better wearing
shoes. See our new lines of

SILVERWARE.

THE IMPORTED FRENCH ORGANDIE MUSLINS

A. B. KINGSBURY,

HEID & HUGHES,

Jeweler,
--

OUR SPECIAL SHOES

:

"

LADIES' OXFORDS
At $1.00, $1.25, $1.50 and $2.00.

They have the style, lit and finish
that will please you.

Spring Millinery.

FRANK A. BILL,
All the Leading Novelties,
104 Main St., Norwich, Conn.
All the Latest Shades,
Miss McCloud,
All the Newest Shapes,
Is showing a complete line in
Always a Pleasure to
In all the Latest Designs. MILLINERY Show our
HATS,
48 MAIN STREET,

Grand Spring Opening.

THE THREE SPECIALS

Now exhibited in our windows. These Specials were expressly manufactured to be placed on sale for the benefit of
our patrons on our

GRAND SPRING OPENING DAY,

\u2666

Norwich, Conn.

How to Look Nice,
Neat and Clean.

As we are confident that

Our Prices Are Always the Lowest.
Special Sale of

LACE CURTAINS
FROM 49c A PAIR UP.

A full line of New Bonnets, Cloaks,
Dresses, Jackets, etc., for the Infants.

SATURDAY, April 4, 1896.

Combination Clothing Co.,
CO., Proprietors,
HIRSCH
&
101 MAIN ST.,
n«rt to Porteooa & Mitchell, Norwich, Conn.

53 BANK ST.,

New

London, Conn.

The New York Clothing House,

You can do it by sending your
153 MAIN ST., NORWICH, CONN.,
laundry to the leading laundry
of Norwich, at 145 Water
to their patrons that, in order to make room for Spring Importa100 MAIN ST.,
NORWICH, CONN. Announces
street. We do line work.
tions, the following goods will be sacrificed in short order:
Send us in a trial bundle and ?\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666?
All our Black Stiff Hats, Youman, Dunlap, Knox and Young styles. You need not pay
tell your friends to do like$2, $2.50 and $3 for a Hat when we will seli you the correct style and theright
wise.
quality for $1.25, $1.50 and $2.00. We have a fine stiff hat, but differentfrom
the above named shapes, for 75c, the best value we have ever offered for the
money. All our winter underwear and socks are way down in price ; it will pay
to lay in supplies now. In the month of March we will offer the biggest
you
STREET,
145 WATER
of the year.
bargains
And Dealer In
\u2666
Opposite Lee I Osgood's, Norwich. Conn. \u2666

B. COTTHELF & CO,

--

I
TROY STEAM LAUNDRY, Carpenter
|
and

?

J. J. TOOMEY,
?

Telephone 89-5.
ST., NEW LONDON, CONN.
192
BANK
188
Telephone 87-*>.
A. G.JAMES, 67 High st., Westerly. Conn,,

MANAGER AND AGENT,
building.
Successor to James Collins, Collins

\

Builder. |
?

t BUILDERS' HARDWARE. |
\u2666

Shop and ollice

:

?

9 WATER ST., NORWICH, CONN. \u2666
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B. BEHRISCH, Proprietor,

\u2666

SOLE AGENT OF THE

CELEBRATED

M MILLAN

WOOLEN MILLS PANTS.
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Is Published Every Saturday,

Yearly Subscription,Single Copies, -

-

- -

Two Dollars

Five Cents

The cost of subscription may be reduced
by paving from two to four years, in
advance, or by sending with renewal one
\E\V subscription.
Persona renewing a subscription and
sending one NEW subscription can have
both for .s2.r>o, that is, $1.25 each.
Time Rates:

Six Months,
One Year,

Two Years,
Three Years,
Four Years,

?

-

-

-

-

-

-

$1.00

-

2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

SACRED

usefulness of this excellentpaper may
be enlarged, and it may be made still
more worthy of a place in every Catholic home.
It has been a source of satisfaction
to us to know that the Kkview has
been conducted according to the highest Catholic ideals: and that it is
held in special esteem by the clergy
and the intelligent laity of New
England. The Most Rev. Archbishop and Rt. Rev. Bishops of the
Province, without being at allresponsible for its utterances, have shown,
by hearty commendations and material assistance, their strong interest
and good will.
The Apostolic Delegate, Most Rev.
Francis Satolli, has honored us with
his special commendation and Apos-

To be entitled to a prize, or badge and
Manual, the full subscription rate, two
dollars, must be paid direct to this office. tolic Blkssing.
No attention will be paid to letters
In the words, once
which are not signed with the writer's

name.

Persons wishing to canvass for the
Rkvikw must send a letter from their
pastor, when instructions and orderblanks will be mailed.
Specimen copies and new Prizk List
sent free upon application.

General advertising, 20 cents per line,

Agate.

Special rates for local advertising.
IMnted rates sent upon Application.
Send money by check, Post-office order
or registered letter; not iv bills.
Send all money and address all communications to the
Kkview Publishing Co..
IU4 Washington St.,
Boston, Mass.
Advkrtising

Managkr,
Charles E.
Putnam, 194 Washington St.. Boston.

Entered as second class matter In the Noston
Post Office, Dec. 1, 1888.
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NOTICE.
The Sacred Heart Review
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Rev. Francis J. Glynn,
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our people in behalf of the ReSouth Boston, Mass.
view :
Rev. Thomas P. Joynt,
Pastor Church of St. Mary's Star of
Finally, Christian parents, let us
the Sea,
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beg your earnest consideration of
Rev.
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Kennedy,
this important truth, that upon you,
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question whether or not the Catholic
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Review Publishing Co.
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New Series.

EditorialNotes.
We beg to suggest to the esteemed Church
Progress that when it deems any of our editorial
matter deserving of reproduction in its columns,
it ought, in crediting the same, to mention the
Sacked Heart Review.

ing himself of our offer to send two copies of the
Review for $2.50 a year when an old subscriber
secures us a new one a Charlestown friend writes :
" I have read your paper week in and out and highly
approve of it for its sharp and fearless editorials,
its stand on temperance, general religious instruction and exposition of misrepresentations of
history, and, in fact, for its whole topical arrangement ; and I hope to see it reach a circulation of
at least a quarter of a million."

Somebody ought to send the president of Howard University, the Washington institution that
asks for a big government grant, a primer of
Canon Mason, who came from England to lecphilology. He admits that his institution is a
ture upon Cranmer, tells the truth about him
Protestant one, but claims that it is not a sectarian
with great frankness, but comes to some very
establishment!
singular conclusions. By his friendly showing
Now that the national senate has sat down Cranmer was the willing and pliant tool of Henry
heavily upon two of their pet projects, by contin- VIII. (though Canon Mason insists that he was
uing, for a while at least, appropriations for de- not subservient"), and at the end eager to subnominational Indian schools and by accepting the mit and recant and say anything that anybody
Marquette statue, the A. P. A. will doubtless asked, if only he might save his life. A very
clamor for the abolition of that legislative body. pitiful fellow, on the whole, to
maintain and
promote the rights and welfare of England," and
The eulogies pronounced upon Cranmer by to restore the church of Catholic antiquity."
that Anglican divine who recently visited this
city and was honored by our Fpiscopal brethren,
Here is another tribute one that is not open
incline one to the suspicion that if he stayed here to suspicion of bias ?to the character of the
any length of time, the canon might become a pane- Mexican Catholics whom certain writers are so
gyrist of "? the hero of Savannah" and his unsa- fond of maligning. Doctor .1. W. Clark, who is
vory sort.
a Protestant, in a recent contribution to the Arena,
18!>4 there were ten thousand
The Observer pleads the baby act in palliation says that whereas in
crimes
committed
in this country, with
capital
of the injustice done the Manitoba Catholics, by
two hundred and forty-seven cases of lynch law,
?'
Not more than
depriving them of theirschools.
in Mexico in the same period there were less than a
fifteen or seventeen schools were affected by the
change," says our New York contemporary. If thousand capital offenses perpetrated, and a case
of lynch law is unknown in the land. Making due
injustice were done in only one case it ought to be
allowance for the difference of population in the
remedied and righted.
two countries, these figures show that Catholic
The Independent mentions as one evidence-of Mexico is less criminal than this country by
"Old Catholic" growth in Italy the fact that more than one hundred per cent.
nearly all the Methodists in a certain town have
joined the Old Catholics." We would want to Oup Congregational Inquiry.
know how many Methodists there were in the place
We regret that we have been unable to get from
and,
we
such
evidence
as
a
the
Outlook or the Congregationalist a reply to our
accepted
gen;
before
eral rule, we know that Methodists in Italian question whether or not one may be a member in
villages are as scarce as icicles in July.
good standing, or even a minister, in the Congregational church and still be a disbeliever in the
Hon. C. C. CoEBIN writes a letter from Home. divinity
of Christ, that is. virtually a Unitarian.
which Zion's Herald reprints. At the catacombs
When Mr. Smith, a Congregationalist minister in
a monk, who had lived in America, spoke about
Connecticut, was tried for heresy a few weeks ago,
the Jesuit college at Worcester. Mass. Mrs.
his chief defense was. apparently, that his belief
Corbin replied: ??There is no Jesuit college
was the same as that of Doctor Munger, Doctor
there, but there is a Catholic college located
Lyman Abbott and other % ' liberal" ministers of
there." Mr. Corbin should have omitted this
his Church. His plea was, in effect: Unless you
from his letter. The Worcester college is both
condemn these eminent men you can not condemn
Jesuit and Catholic, and Mrs. Corbin's correction
me." This seemed to be conclusive, and the
was incorrect.
charges against Mr. Smith were withdrawn, the
correspondent
A
of the Churchman calls down implication being, of course, that Doctor Abbott
Bishop Rowe, the Episcopalian prelate of Alaska, was sound and ?' all right," so that Mr. Smith,
for declaring that his is the only mission at who taught as he did, must be sound also.
Juneau, in that territory, where, as everybody
acquainted with Alaskan affairs knows, there are Doctor Abbott's Position.
In the Outlook of March 7, last, in an editorial
Catholic, Presbyterian and Russian missions.
article,
A Lenten Thought ; the Temptation,"
The correspondent should not be so hard on Doctor
temptation is
Rowe, though. His misstatements deceive no- occurs the following: ".
impossible
to
determine
the exact
It
is
lie
universal.
only
bidding
may
for a continubody, and he
came
to
Christ
in
that
critical
in
which
it
form
the
salary
beyond
ance of his
three years for
coming into clear
he
apparently
when
was
period
has
wealthy
guaranteed
layman
which that
it.
consciousness of his own nature and of his mission
During the past week we have received checks in the world ..." [the italics arc our own].
from the following clergymen Revs. Joseph H. Of course such language, spoken of (rod, would be
McMahon, New York, and M. M. Fogarty, absurd, and it seems to us to imply clearly that
Troy, X. V.: P. F. McAlenney, Meriden, James Doctor Abbott believes and here means to say that
He is certainly
C. O'Brien and James B. Xihill. Bridgeport, Christ was not God, but a man.
Conn. Thomas F. Power. Danvers. Thomas >% a member in good standing." and a minister in
Moylan. Roxbury, and several other*. In avail. the Congregational church.
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Judge Daly's Address.

Judge Daly of New York made a number of
excellent points in the scholarly address which he
delivered in this city last week before the Catholic Alumni Club. He refuted, for instance, in
a very telling manner tin* calumny that the Catholic Church is opposed to popular enlightenment,
by citing facts and figures to show that in founding librariesand institutions of higher education
the Church always took the lead and holds it even
;it the present time, with 78,251 university students
in Catholic countries to 48,885 in non-Catholic
lands. He vindicatedthe loyalty ofCatholic citizens
by declaring that there was not a fundamental principle of our government which was not also a
principle of the Church and taught by it. He eulogized all associations, of whatever denomination,
that aim at combating the idea that the present
age has no need of faith and religion, and he was
especially happy when, speaking of Pere Marquette's statue and its acceptance by the federal
government, he said that that etfigy stands as a
monument of his victory over the wilderness and
its savage denizens. It has now become a
triumph of American common sense over savage ignorance and un-American bigotry. And
it is pleasing to remember that not only the
press rebuked that singular manifestation of illwill, but that ministers from their pulpits
joined in the rebuke." The Catholic Alumni Club
is to be congratulated on its very auspicious public inauguration.

"

A Correct Conclusion.
The Watchman quotes a New York minister as
follows :?
"On Palm Sunday, a rainy day. I looked out of my
window and saw the people pooling into the Catholic
church two blocks away. The church was crowded and
that was only one service in three, all of which were
as well attended. Most of the people who attended one
service did not attend the others. ' Well,' I said, 'surely
if they can get fifteen hundred people three times a day,
I ought to have a thousand once.' There were eleven
hundred members in good standing on my church rolls.
How many attended myoimrch that morning? I counted
them; just 139. There was the same God, the same storm,
the same outward environment. The difference must
have been in the early training."

Tliis conclusion is correct enough, though it is
susceptible of clearer statement. The difference
lies in the fact thai Catholics arc taught from
childhood to regard attendance at Mass on Sundays
and holydays of precept as an obligation which,
unless good cause excuses, can not be neglected
under pain of mortal sin; whereas no such an
obligation impels the Protestant to go to meeting.
Catholics, furthermore, know that in going to
.Mass they are going to assist at an actual sacrifice
of Christ's Body and Blood, with opportunity given
them of deriving therefrom rich spiritual graces,
and they do not allow a little rain, consequently, to
keep them at home.
The Catholic Press.
The need and value of an able and good
Catholic press in every land are things that need
no demonstration, so self-evident are they. Monsignor Gothe-lSoulard, the eminent French prelate,
whom the Government deprived of his salary a
year or so ago for heading a pilgrimage to the
Holy See without previously asking leave from the
State, made a notable declaration on this subject
last month, when, writing to a convention of
Catholic editors held at Lyons, he said: ?' If the
Fathers of the Church who defended sound doctrine and morals in the early ages were to come
among us they would all be journalists, and in
this they would consider they were obeying to the
letter the precept, Docete omnes gentes." The
good bishop might have added that the founder of
French journalism, St. Francis dc Sales, in reality
ranks as a Doctor of the Church.
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CONNECTICUT "HISTORIAN" CORRECTED. bility must be acknowledged to dwell in very cor-

A

Even granting this, Mr. Holden
shouldknow that infallibilityis not conferred on the
Pope in reward of. or on account of, his personal
holiness. God uses the humblest,even the most unworthy, of his creatures for his own good purposes. He selects man, even sinful man. and
clothes him with extraordinary power to preserve
the unity of his Church. He might, had he
wished, have sent an angel down from heaven to
accomplish this task, but it pleased him to intrust
it to a man. From the New Testament we knowthat he selected Peter to be the head of his Church
and the centre of unity. Peter was not selected
on account of his piety or extraordinary virtue.
In fact, it appears that he was far from perfect,
and he actually committed a greater crime than
was committed by any of his successors in that
office he denied his master, Jesus Christ. Then,
too, Peter was guilty of another crime similar to
the one which Mr. Holden charges against Innocent VIII.?he was a married man before he became Pope. We refer Mr. Holden againto Roscoe
to learn that children were born not to Innocent
VIII., but to John Baptist Cibo during his secular
life,or,inßoscoe's words, "beforehis adopting an
ecclesiastical life." Regarding Alexander VI.
Roscoe says : Whatever have been his crimes
there can be no doubt but they have been highly
over-charged" ; and again, he possessed " many
great qualities." Alexander's death was caused not
by poison, as Mr. Holden charges, but by fever, according to the same Roscoe. It is again supposed
that Alexander VI. was married before he entered
the ecclesiastical state, but his latest biographer,
Leonetti, who published in 1880 the most exhausa work highly praised bytive work on his life
Leo XIII.
shows that Alexander VI. was never
married ; that the children Cuesar and Lucretia Borgia and the others, were the childrenof his brotheror
of his brother's son and that their mother, Vanozza,
rupt vessels."

Our local correspondent sends us a copy of the
Bridgeport (Conn.) Standard containing a report
of a recent sermon on the Church of Rome by
Rev. E. K. Holden of Olivet Church of that city.
a careful,
Air. Holden, we are assured, is
thinking Protestant clergyman " and " very conservative." Hi' himself assures us that he has
no sympathy with the A. P. A.," that he is not
an enemy of the Catholic Church " and that he
means to discuss the claims of the Church from
an unbiased standpoint." He appears to have
prepared himself for this work, for he informs us
that he has " studied the question not as an enemy,
but as a friend." Better proof of Mr. Holden's
honesty of purpose and sincerity could not well be
asked. We shall treat him accordingly, and we
beg to assure him at the outset that we give him
full credit for his good intentions and honorable
motives. If we take the liberty of helping him
in his study of the facts of history " we have no
doubt but that he will be grateful to us for the
light, new to him, which we are enabled to give
him.
The distinction Mr. Holden makes between the
religious doctrines " and hierarchicaldoctrines''
of the Church is, we confess, new to us and lies at
the bottomof the curious blunders running through
his sermon. We shall consider this distinction later
on.
Curiously enough he says he has no quarrel
with the religious, but only with the hierarchical
doctrines. To illustrate his meaning lie invites
us to take a glance back many years to the time
of Savonarola." The Catholic Church put
great religious reformer of morals to
this
death because he denounced the crimes of the
He thus scores his first
Popes," he assures us.
victory over "the hierarchical doctrines " of the
Church. Poor, deluded man ! With the simplicity
of a child he has been relying on the current
orthodox Protestant version or perversion of
history, and he repeats the oft-told tale prepared
for the nursery, the Sunday-school or the credulous
backwoodsman. But what is the testimony of
history regarding Savonarola? Let us hear William
Roscoe, an Englishman, a Protestant, and anything but a friend of the Papacy. According to
Roscoe, Savonarola was put to death not in Rome
nor by the Pope but in Florence and by the
Florentines. Nor was he put to death because
he denounced the crimes of the Popes," but for
his own crimes, according to Roscoe, who says:?

"

"

"
"

"

"

"

"

"

"

" Absurd and blasphemous pretensions to the peculiar
favor of heaven, to the power of working miracles, and
of predicting events, were asserted by Savonarola and
his followers, who attempted to establish the reign of
Jesus Christ, as it was impiously called, by acts of violence and bloodshed." (ltoscoe's Life of Leo X., vol. 1,
p. 161.)

What does Rev. Mr. Holden now think of his
facts of history ? We can assure him that he will
find all the other "facts of history" which he
quotes no nearer the truth. Mr. Holden should
break loosefrom the Protestant traditionsand ignorant prejudices of his youth, broaden his horizon,
read the works of scholars and try to gather "the
facts of history " from respectable sources. Let
him, for instance, read Sir Francis Palgrave on
the lying Protestant church historians. Palgrave
himself was, of course, a Protestant. On this
subject he says:
?

Our British disparagement of the Middle Ages has
been exceedingly enhanced by our grizzled ecclesiastical
of the sixteenth and seventeenth
or church historians
centuries. These l standard works,' accepted and received as canonical books, have tainted the nobility of
our national mind. An adequate parallel to their bitterness, their shabbiness, their shirking, their habitual disregard of honor and veracity, is hardly afforded even by
the so-called 'Anti-Jacobin' during the revolutionary
Never do these writers
and imperial wars.
treat the clergy or the Church with fairness;

"

... ..

.

not even with common honesty."

The history of Innocent VIII. and of Alexander VI. convinces Rev. Mr. Holden that these
pontiffs could not have been infallible or infalli-

"

?

there is Rev. W. F. Dickcrman of New Haven
and Rev. E. P. Parker of Hartford, whose recent
utterances on the Catholic Church we took occasion to praise as giving evidenceof some study and
knowledge of the Church, her history, her influence, and her teaching. Having already overrun
our space, we are compelled to postpone the consideration of Mr. Holden's distinction between the
doctrinal and hierarchical teachings of the Church.
In conformity with our established custom, we
take pleasure in mailing Rev. Mr. Ilolden and his
reverend brethren of Bridgeport as well as the
business men of that thriving city thiscopy of the
Review, and we bespeak for the facts of history
here presented their careful consideration.

IN HIS OWN HOUSE.

REBUKED

The new Episcopal church

monthly,

the

Church, administers the following dignified but
stinging rebuke to Bishop Coxe, the Episcopal
bishop of Buffalo. The allusion, of course, is to
Bishop Coxe's foolish "open letters" which he
fires from time to time at Catholic dignitaries, the
latest being addressed to Cardinal Satolli.

"Loyalty to Episcopacy as the church's universal and
logical form of ministry does not prevent the recognition
of the fact that the church is sometimes called upon to
suffer from Episcopal indiscretion, and the same loyalty
compels the utterance of condemnation when the offence
is grievous. If a bishop of the Episcopal church in America is to write open letters to new cardinals of a sister
Church, the least that is to be expected above a signature that reads Your Christian brother is such dignity
and self-restrained courtesy of utterance as shall not
make the church ashamed. Taunts regarding 'Italian
scent and garlic flavor' and ' the shams and shows of
your posturing and posing before gaping crowds,' savor
more of the variety theatre than of the gracious utterances
that become the fathers of the church. A bishop with a
strong sense of his apostolic descent will best prove it
to thereligious peopleof this land by showing that in his
apostolic succession he succeeds to the apostolic courtesy. Nor is he likely to prove to the American people
that he has a right conception of what the church in
America is and ought to be, by allowing himself to inhaving remarried, Roderick Borgia, subsequently dulge in cheap and fanatical demonstrations in the name
Alexander VI., adopted these children. Be this of patriotism. These open letters, which the writer
calls ' Warnings to my sleepy countrymen,' are in reality
as it may, Alexander VI., a great but much addressed
to a people very wide-awake as to what
are, and in their hearts ready
maligned Pope, has suffered much from the lying Christianity and patriotism
to respond to a true leadership into ever nobler forms of
historians.
these."

"

?

?

The other "facts of history" quoted by Mr.
Holden are the massacre of St. Bartholomew, the
deposition of Pope John XXII. (who was not
Pope at all), the opposition of the Church "to the
progress of science and knowledge," Bruno, Galileo, aud he might have added the gunpowder
plot and the murder of Abraham Lincoln. Other
facts (in his imagination only) are that " there is a
Vatican decree " that we must not study the Bible
except as the Church grants and approves ; that
the Council of Trent declared the verbal inspiration of the Bible," (of course every one else
knows it did not) ; that freedom of mind and
liberty of conscience are denied" us, and that
Gladstone said so. And these are the facts,"
he says, in conclusion, which absolutely disprove
the claim to infallibilityon the part of the Pope."
Of course every Catholic will see at a glance that
Mr. Holden has not the faintest notion as to what
the Catholic doctrine of the infallibility really is.
Consequently, no one of his "facts" has the
slightest liearing upon the question.
Rev. Mr. Holden has our pity and sincere compassion. He is badly mixed on his history, his
logic is disjointed, and he gives little evidence of
having studied theology; yet the Standard assures
us that he is "a careful, thinking Protestant
clergyman," and "one of the most conservative
clergymen in the city." Perhaps he is too conservative, sticking too much to old methods. We
would commend to his careful consideration the
example of the more wide-awake Protestant ministers of the country. They are up-to-date, they
read, they study, they no longer pin their faith to
every calumnious story told about the Pope and
the Church. There are several such ministers in
Mr. Holden's near neighborhood. For instance.

"

"

"

"

>?«\u25a0>

NO UNION HERE OF CHURCH AND STATE.
The attention of those individuals who may
have placed any belief in the often-heard calumny
that Catholicism is striving to bring about a union
of Church and State in this country is directed to
some recent utterances of Archbishop Ireland on
that subject, utterances which one of our national
senators cited the other day on the floor of Congress for the enlightenment of some of his colleagues. Speaking at the consecration last month
of the new bishop of Sioux Falls, the St. Paul
prelate said
The Church recognizes as her own sphere faith and
morals. She possesses and claims no mission in civil

:

?

"

and political matters. The State appropriates to itself
civil and political matters and assumes no authority in
There is no room for
the domain of faith and morals.
conflict between Church and State both move in separate
and distinct spheres. If the Church treuches upon those
of the State we should bid her be faraway. If the State
enters into the sanctuary of conscience, the proper empire of the (Ihurch, the appeal is to God, and the State is
ordered to hold oft' its hands. There is not an American
who will not say, Better obey God than man ?and this
is all that Catholics would ever be permitted to say by
the Catholic Church. Separation of Church and State
as we have it in America? Church and State revolving
freely iv their separate and distinct spheres! "

:

'

'

This is assuredly plain language and an unequivocal repudiation of any wish to see a union
of State and Church effected in this country ; and
however much individual Catholics may differ
from Archbishop Ireland in other matters, there
is not a single American Catholic whose opinion or
influence is worth considering that is not in full
accord with him in the statements expressed
above. Catholics are as unalterably opposed to
union of State and Church here as they are to the
policy that would array Church and State in hostile

antagonism.
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VIEW OF PURCELL'S "MANNING" SOMEWHAT reproach and contumely in defence of the pure,
DIFFERENT FROM OUR OWN.
and unadulterated doctrines of Christ.
Both these distinguishedprelates had distinctive
The appointment of Austin as poet-laureate of
missions
to fulfil and they fulfilled them to the
England, and the publication of Purcell's life of
best
their
of
ability. Newman was a recluse
.Manning, have called forth an amount of criticism
Manning
was
even in his Anglican days,
always,
that is truly amazing. Both have been accused of
before
the
public.
Newman
was in consequence
having no qualifications of mind or heart necesless
exposed
to
criticism.
Newman
possessed a
sary to creditably fulfil the respective tasks they
mind,
deep,
of unpenetrating,
logical
capable
were called upon to perform. Austin's command
and
the
raveling
explaining
quesmost
abstruse
of fluent prose has been entirely overlooked, and
of
theology
tions
and
took
philosophy.
Manning
cognizance is only taken of his, at best, mediocre
truths
up
already
and
them
expounded
brought
poetry. Purcell's literary venture was no sooner
placed before the impatient public than it was torn prominently before the minds of the people ofJEngin shreds by men of all shades of religious belief land. Newman was an exquisite master of pure
on both sides of the Atlantic.
People scarcely and fluent diction. Manning, though grammatical,
gave themselves time to peruse the voluminous paid little heed to style so long as his hearers
pages of his carefully, and, I believe, conscien- were swayed, or comprehended his words. Newtiously written work, when they began to accuse man produced the picture attractive and alluring.
him of want of sympathy" : "the disclosing of Manning seized it and held it before the admiring
"
after truth. With .Newgaze of honest
facts of his inner life," and
" deliberate false- man one would[seekers
be obliged to travel a long dishoods."
Purcell, on the other hand, challenges his impet- tance and consume much time in meditation before
uous critics, and holds them guilty of an attempt arriving at the truth. Manning brought it to
to infringe on his liberty. He appeals to the in- their very doors, and loaded the atmosphere in
struction that Leo XIII. gave to Pasteur to pub- which they moved with the honeyed fragrance
lish tin 1 whole truth. He claims that suppression of truth. The memories of both will long be held
of truth, even if it stings, is an unpardonable in benediction by many a grateful heart now beatcrime. It seems to be true that hitherto many ing in unison with the Heart of Jesus, who would,
biographers have been afraid to narrate in their without them, have lived and died in ignorance of
true colors the faults of their subjects. No one the beauties of the Church that they loved and
claims that Manning was impeccable: hence an served so faithfully and so loyally.
The consideration of Manning's Anglican life,
open confession of his faults ought neither to give
though
occupying the greater part of the ttrsl
nor
on
Every
scandal
reflect
his character.
intelvolume,
is not, for Catholics, of much importance,
ligent Catholic knows full well that the existence
since
in about the same groove as that of
it
ran
of
on
or perpetuity
the Church does not rest
individuals, no matter how exalted their dignity. If, most pious and earnest divines of the Established
then, there be sonic whose faith has beenweakened Church of the present day. From his submission
by a knowledge of Manning's imperfections, it to the one true fold in 1851 till his death in 1892,
only shows that they have been cither badly in- with the exception of the few later years, he was
Even after his ordination,
structed, or that they were anxiously awaiting an constantly in action.
before he had completed his Roman studies, he
opportunity to fall before a slight blow.
If non-Catholics imagine that all those con- made frequent excursions to London, where lie
secrated to God are so supernatnrally inclined preached in the principal churches. After his
while surrounded by humanity's debilities as to be elevation to the episcopacy in 1860 he stands beconsidered by Catholics incapable of any faults, fore the world as a unique and prominent figure.
the sooner they arc disabused of that idea the He was the cynosure of all eyes. His every action
better. Furthermore, if non-Catholics are so was sedulously watched, his every word was comdeluded as to conclude that an individual Catholic mitted to writing. Reporters followed him everyHe had a heron all occasions executes the principles of the where to take down his sermons.
culean
task
to
The
Church
in England
perform.
Church, or that the Church is to be always held
actions,
was
from
the
catacombs
where she
emerging
or that her inner holijust
responsible for his
was
confined
for
three
hundred
years.
faults,
well-nigh
they are
ness is one whit diminished by his
and
voice
was
commanding
eloquent
likewise in error. It is also a mistake to hold Wiseman's
the
time
God,
Xow was
for work.
generosity and hushed forever.
that zeal in the service of
piety are incompatible with differences in policy Manning inspired a new spirit and zeal into the
of government, and even with stern and uncom- hearts of his clergy. He did not shut himself up
promising opposition. When the immortal in his spacious residence, but told them, Be ye
Phillips rose to the height of Demosthenes in followers of me as lam of Christ." He took the
lofty and soul-stirring flights of eloquence in his Catholic layman by the hand and bade him be
denunciationof slavery, there were wise, great, good steadfast and uncompromising in the practice of
and honest men who opposed him. We are surely his religion, and filled his mind with a lofty and
justified, then, in claiming that it is possible to devoted patriotism. He took the lead in every
differ from a friend, and expend mountains of laudable undertaking for alleviating the sad conlabor in defeating him. and still retain his friend- dition of the laboring classes, and obtained imship. When we find that two of the most brilliant portant concessions relating to the religious
and saintly men that the Catholic Church has had education of orphans confined in workhouses. He
since the Reformation were for a long period entered the lanes and alleys of the most degraded
estranged, and that a seemingly irremovable mis- and abandoned districts where people dwelt in
ears the
trust subsisted between them, we are not to con- misery and sin, and whispered into their
and
doctrines
of
as
consoling
uplifting
religion
forfeited,
nor that the
clude that their sanctity was
A
did
of
old
to
the
slave
of
Rome.
large
Peter
entire blame is to lie cast on Manning.
Manning honestly believedthat Newman was. to portion of the immense city of London was imsay the least, approaching the danger-mark. His mersed in drunkenness, almost beyond hope,
plain and conscientious duty was to restrain and humanly speaking, of resuscitation. Manning, at
oppose him. The verdict of England has upset a great sacrifice, and against the advice of his
Manning's judgment, but that is not of rare oc- physician, donned the armor of total abstinence,
currence in the history of the world. Manning gathered around him in the parks and public halls
would have sinned against his sacred olliee did he the hapless victims, appealed to them in tones of
remain inactive while he believed that dangerous pathetic eloquence, if they valued their immortal
that was hurrying
influences were stalking abroad. The Church of souls, to desist from a vice
ruin. Thoutemporal
which he was an honored dignitary, the Catholics them into spiritual and
the pledge and returned to a better
of England of whom he was the leader, demanded sands took
life. The gratitude manifested by those poor
that he should exercise untiring diligence, suffer
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THE MOTHER OF MAY.
BY REV. W.

J.

MCCLURE.

As Charity's rtanie outburns through ages,
Speeding to ending;
As rays of youth enlighten the pages
Of life's book, lending

A plenteous glow to the theme of day,
So burns the holy Mother of May
( liarity's Queen
So shines the beauteous Mother of May
In youth serene.
?

?

As

dews of mercy gladden the chastened.

A-

precious purity may be hastened
In its sweet winning,

Rising from sinning.

And ever remain for those that pray.
So gladsome is the mother of May
?

High Mercy's Queen

?

So winsome is the Mother of May
In spotless sheen

As power of grace the feeble enforces.
Housed to well-doing.
As the humble heart calms its remorses,
For virtue (Ding,
Raising the spirit enclosed in clay.
So ever and aye, by night and day.
From morn till c'en,
Mother of Grace is Mother of May
Humility's Queen I
?

him, and infinitely more
acceptable, than the homage of kings.
outcasts was sweeter to

In the magazines, newspapers, and on public
platforms he championed the cause and the rights
of the working man. He awoke England from
her lethargy, and opened her eyes to the danger
of the continually clashing interests of capital and
labor. In his Anglican as well as in his Catholic
days .Manning was ever a zealous advocate of
Christian education, against the attempts of those
who aimed at the complete secularization of the
Bchool-room. His devotion to the Holy See bordered on the romantic. Any one who attacked it
or who attempted to minimize its rights and prerogatives did not escape his charitable but earnest
condemnation. Loyalty to the Holy See was, in
his estimation, a guarantee of orthodoxy. He defended the temporal power against Catholics and
non-Catholics by pen and speech. At theVatican
Council his services were invaluable to his lifelong friend and patron. Pius IX. In that august
assembly, composed of men whose reputations for
learning and piety were world-wide. Manning was
a prominent figure. From the beginning he labored
day and night against non placets for the promulgation of the doctrineof papal infallibility. Altogether.then, although Puree!! may have committed
some glaring faults, the Catholic Church has no
reason to feel ashamed of his presentation of the
life and character of Cardinal Manning. The poor
and rich in England, Catholic and Protestant, will
not cease to cherish the memory of Manning's
heroic labors in their behalf, and the example of
his Christian piety for their elevation and
strength.
England as a nation will rank him amongst the
noblest and most distinguished of her sons.
Catholics the world over will continue to read and
meditate on the works he has left, breathing sentiments of love for man, of whatever religious belief, embracing the highest kind of patriotism,
the purest and holiest standards of religion and

morality.

.
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Ik Colonel Ingersoll "had the say" about divorce,
he would be very stern with the man, but the
wife could have a divorce by asking for it. This
is because " a woman dowers her husband with
her youth and beauty," and " he should not be
allowed to desert her when she is old and wrinkled." A truly noble and Ingersollian sentiment.
That it knocks the bottom out from under society
and lets us all fall back into ruin is of course not
worth mentioning.
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CATHOLIC THOUGHT AND EVENTS IN FOREIGNLANDS.
Paris. April 2b. 1896.
rule,
known, even to Pariis.
as
a
Billancourt
sians, only as a region, where elegant villas line
the right bank of the Seine. These they observe
as they sail along the river from Saint-Cloud.
The tourist rarely notices the long, monotonous
plain stretching towards Boulogne, with the silhouettes of its tall factory chimneys outlined against
the smoky sky.
The entire territory on the right bank of the
Seine between the fortifications and the Pont dc
SeVres is included in the parish of Billancourt.
The population consists for the most part of
working men and women, who earn their daily
bread in the factories or laundries. That quarter
of the parish lying near the fortifications is particularly poor. Here, in wretched hovels, built of
old planks and refuse material, live families reduced, sometimes by enforced idleness, but too
often by dissipation, to fearful straits. The
parish numbers 15,000 souls, and the vast tracts
of waste land are sure to be occupied, sooner or
later. Now this parish has nothing but one small
chapel, whose very existence is unknown to some
of the people and neglected by others, who say of
what use is it to go to church when one can not
even get inside the building. The curate of Billancourt, with the approbation of Cardinal Richard, proposes to build a church which will seat
1,500 persons, and dedicate it to St. Anthony of
Padua.
The poor in the department of the Seine have
cause to bless the name of the widow of General
Eoguet, former aid-de-camp to Napoleon 111.
She has bequeathed the sum of one million francs
to found at Clichy a benevolent institution, whose
character shall be left to the judgment of the
General Council. This bequest is furthermore
largely increased by certain legacies which the
testatrix knew would come to her, and, foreseeing
the contingency, she ordered that these legacies
should be added to the original donation.
The Parisians had a fine day for the opening
of the Gingerbread Fair. Even in the brightest
sunshine the breeze was cool and refreshing.
This Gingerbread Fair is the Parisian fete, par
excellence. It opens the ball, so to speak, of our
open-air fairs, and its renown attracts the very
best class of showmen, under whose protecting
shadow the little world of mountebanks and jugglers set up their modest booths. The old habitue's of the fair were found in their now really
traditional places, the same theatrical shows, the
same circuses with their wonderful lion-tamers.
In short, except that the posters were a trifle more
glaring, the fair of 1896 was almost a fac-simile
of all that have gone before it.
The Woman's Congress, if one may judge by the
reports of its daily sessions, did not make a very
dignified impression. It lasted for eight days.
One reporter said the scene reminded him of an
aviary in the Jardin d' acclimation, where aerowd
of malicious monkeys had l>een let loose in a cage
of macaws. Delegates came from all parts of
Europe, especially from the North, clothed in
raiment strange to behold. Those who wore the
tailor-made gown, the spring hat. the conventional
veil and gloves, were an almost imperceptible

minority.
The Abbe" Xaudet says ??Those persons whohave
attended the sessions intelligently agree in saying
that the talk was by no means empty verbiage or
visionary scheming." The Abbe does not deny
that there were undignified altercations, and he
naturally deplores the atheistic tendency of some
of the addresses. He says. Perhaps if we had
had more Christian men and women there, the
spirit of the congress would have been less anti-
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ill the city of Krems, has been appointed prelate
of the Papal household. This is an event of interest, not only to the diocese of St. Poltcn. but
to all who have had the pleasure of knowing Doctor
Kerschbaumer through his writings, for his reputation as a historian is not confined to his native
city. There is hardly a German journalpublished
in Austria which has not received contributions
from his pen. During his vacations he has
traversed Europe, Asia, and Africa very thoroughly. He was born in Krems in 182H, and still
rejoices in most unusual bodily strength. He is
at present engaged in writing a life of the late
Canon Krautle of St Valentin.

clerical." The Abbe' thinks that Catholic women
have no right to remain indifferent and inactive in
to
the important questions which
regard
have thus far been agitated only by revolutionary
spirits. "Many women," he goes on to say,
are Christians, but we know that a great many
are not. Shall we allow the enemy to seize on
this wavering element among women as he has
done in the case of the men? "
Prince Hohenlohe's late visit to Paris opened
the door to every variety of conjecture as to its
political intent. The suggestion that he had
come to look after his interests in an estate which
he has inherited in Brittany was scorned as an
evident subterfuge to conceal the real purport of
his visit, which Frenchmen are determined to believe was of a political character. No one can
persuade them that he came either to look after an
estate, or to visit his family dentist.
Anais Fargueil is dead. To most of the present theatre-going folk this name has no significance. Forty years ago it would have seemed Impossible that so radiant a creature could die,
practically forgotten. For nearly fifty years she
was a distinguished ornament to the French
stage. She had reached the zenith of her marvelous beauty and talent when Dumas' " Dame
aux Cainelias " was first produced. She declined
the part of Marguerite Gautier, although Dumas
had written it for her, saying that she could never
represent a character which she did not understand. During her stage career she created no
less than fifty-one parts, and after each of her
great successes the Comedie Francaise sought in
vain to tempt her within its awful walls. She
used to say.
The very thought of Corneille
drives me mad, and I am never more than half
reassured even by Moliere."
The Board of Directors for the Work of Night
Shelter has just published its report for 1895. It
shows that much progress has been made during
the past year. All the equipments for disinfection
have been improved; the important item of
shower-baths has been looked after, and the
douches are more frequently and thoroughly administered. The society tries, as far as lies within its power, to obtain work for the artisans who
seek shelter, and to assist penniless foreigners to
return, if they wish, to their native lands. During
the year 1894-95 the various night shelters have
housed 82,969 men and 3,681 women and children.
The shelters were founded in 1878. It is rather
interesting to know that 213 teachers and 203
photographers were among the guests entertained.
Day laborers lead the list, and of course by far
the greater numlier are Frenchmen. These details show how much still remains to be done for
the relief of the working classes in Paris.
On the occasion of the annual Mass of Requiem
for the soldiers and sailors who have died in defence of France, the Madeleine was decorated,
both on its outer walls, and inside the church,
with the scutcheon of the Red Cross, surrounded
by tri-eolored flags. The venerable CardinalArchbishop, assisted by Abbe' Herzog, sang the
Mass, and Father Ollivier,
the illustrious
Dominican, preached the sermon, showing himself,
in his magnificent outburst of patriotism and fervor, tin- worthy brother of ihe great Lacordsire.
So magnetic was his eloquence, united with the
recollection that he was not only a priest, but a
soldier, addressing his brothers-in-arms. some of
whom remembered the baptism of blood that reddened his scapular at Champigny, where, for a
??

has just lost the most original patient
hospital, unique of his kind, a leper by the
name of Joseph Gaspard. He contracted the disease while serving as a soldier in the Dutch colony at Sumatra. On his return to Europe he
went from hospital to hospital in every city of
Holland and Belguim, everywhere receiving only
superficial treatment. He was more fortunate at
the Hospital of St. Jean in Brussels, where the
doctors recognized, from the first, a case of anaesthetic leprosy. He was insensible to pain. As
soon as the man's eyes were bandaged he could
be punctured in any part of his body, and still
give no sign that he perceived it. The doctors
were thus able to cicatrize his wounds. From
time to time Gaspard would go forth into the
world, there to quarrel with every man he met,
and drink himself into insensibility. When the
police arrested him, and inquired his name, his
I am the leper of St. Jean."
haughty response.
"
breathing-space,
for although
gave him plenty of
it is said that leprosy contracted in tropical climates is not contagious in temperate lands, the
policemen instinctively recoiled.
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It is not among the French archaeologists that
one may expect to find mourners for Signor
Crispi. A young savant, M. Graillot, began excavations on the 25th of last January near the
Pontine marshes. The royal administration,
which had never possessed the means of exploring
these regions, gave the desired permission. It
was believed on all sides that M. Graillot had entered on a wild goose chase, with fever lying in
wait for him. Soon, however, it was noised
aboard that he was unearthing real treasures of
pottery and sculpture, not to mention the vestiges
of a temple whose site has long been sought.
This was really going too far. A Frenchman may
make researches on Italian soil, but let him beware of finding anything. The royal administration suddenly ordered the proprietor of the land
to tell M. Graillot and his workmen that he had
changed his mind, and that the excavations must
be stopped. The worthy peasant remonstrated.
But when they told him that M. Graillot was a
Frenchman and that all Frenchmen were allies of
Menelek, he told the savant to pack up his traps
and depart.
The subsequent proceedings at the German
Archa-ological Institute at the capitol the other
day revealed a most amusing denouement. Signor Barnabei gravely announced, "We have
lately discovered a temple and other treasures,"
and. after describing them at some length, he
added. We are now going on with the excavations." The name of the actual discoverer was
not so much as mentioned. Fortunately the Abbe
moment, forgetting his priestly office, he directed i Duchesne, director of the F.cole Prancaise at
the cannon against the enemy, that only the Rome, was present on this occasion, and the
sanctity of the place restrained his listeners from scientific world of the Eternal City will not soon
forget the dignity and severity of his manner as
bursting into applause.
he rose amid that German audience, and rebuked
the [falian official for his misrepresentation.
j
General Foreign Notes.
There is no Triple Alliance in archaeology. The
celebrated
Dim Ton ANTON Kkksi Hlsu mkk. who
German applause sonorous it was. too did
on
I'.nh
April,
his fiftieth sacerdotal jubilee
the
ot
not fall to tlie share of Signor Barnabei.
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Current Religious Comment
in theMagzines.
ITEMS OF INTEREST TO CATHOLIC READERS.
The Ruthenian Catholics.
The creation by Leo XIII. at the last consistory of a Ruthenian cardinal in the person of
Monsignor Sembratowicz, one of the three archbishops of the Austria-Hungarian city of Lemberg, furnishes Mr. B. J. Clinch with the subject
of an interesting paper. ??The Xew Ruthenian
Cardinal," which holds the place of honor in the
May number of the Catholic World. Mr. Clinch
mentions the fact that although some fifty years
ago the Sacred College numbered a Ruthenian cardinal among its members, one has to go back four
centuries and more to find two non-Latin cardinals
named by the same Sovereign Pontiff, as iv the
case of Leo XIII. What makes these nominations of flic present Pope more striking is the fact
that the number of Catholics belonging toother
than the Latin rite is now comparatively small,
fewer, in fact, than that of the faithful in Belgium: and the Ruthenian Catholics of AustriaHungary are reckoned at about two millions at the
Mr. Clinch dwells upon the early
present time.
of
the Eastern Catholics in the
preponderance
Church, in the days of SS. Basil and John. Chrysostom and Athanasius. Gregory and Cyril, of
Origen and Theodore: and points out the wisdom
of the Holy Father in honoring the Eastern
churches, whose several' rites furnish evidence of
the unbroken connection of the Church with primitive Christianity. The Ruthenian rite, he tells us,
albeit it is the youngest of the distinctive national
ones, embraces the largest number of followers,
both among its observers in communion with Rome
and among schismatic Ruthenians. It dates back
to the ninth century, when SS. Cyril and Methodius established it in Bulgaria and Moravia by reducing the old Slavonian tongue to writing and
composing a liturgy therein which Pope Nicholas
approved and from the same time dates the origin of Slavonic literature. Ruthenian missionaries
introduced Christianity, together with their national rite, into eastern Europe and among the
Slavs of Russia. After their conversion, these
Russian Catholics, because of the difficulty of
communication with Rom<?but. nevertheless, byreceived their prelates from
Rome's permission
the patriarch of Constantinople. Advantageous,
and even necessary, as this procedure was, it
eventually brought about the schism of Russia
from Rome, for, although the Russian church took
no active part in the schism which Cerularius, the
Constantinopolitanpatriarch, instigated in 1053,it
continued to receive bishops from the schismatieal
centre of the East, and thus lost touch with Rome.
The real rupture of Russia with the Holy See followed, Mr. Clinch says, the holding of the second
Council of Florence, in 1439, although, at first, it
looked as if this Council was destined to restore
religious unity throughout Christendom.
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Poland Loyal to Rome.
After describing the manner in which the Russian nobles nullified, as far as their country was
concerned, the pacific and conciliatory labors of
the afore-mentioned council, and mentioning the
wav wherein the Ruthcnians dwelling outside of
the Tsar's dominion- subsequently returned, in a
synod held at Braeal in L 595, to Roman unity,
Mr. Clinch goes on to narrate how, through the
influence of St. Josephat, archbishop of Polotsk,
who was murdered by the schismatics in 1630,
the great hulk of the l'olish people remained
loyal to Rome. He also describes how, after the
partition of Poland in the last century. Catherine
[I.of Russia labored to pervert the Ruthenian
Catholics dwelling in the portion of that realm
that fell to Russia's share, and by dint of bitter

persecution, managed to lessen the number of the

faithful from eight to one million and a half. ?
The two subsequent Russian rulers showed themselves more liberal, but, when Nicholas became
Tsar, the policy of persecution was revived and
abetted by an apostateLithuanian priest. Sieinasko,
who is said to have acted a part similar to that
of Cranmer in English history." The way in
which this apostate carried out. with the royal
assistance, his infamous designs, is briefly narrated, with the result that only one diocese.
Chelm, in western Poland, was permitted to exist,
and that was suppressed in 1874 by Alexander 11.
In Austrian Poland alone, therefore, remarks Mr.
Clinch, in concluding his paper. ??The Ruthenian
Catholic Church has been spared out of a population which, lint for the despotism of Russia, would
now amount to fifteen millions of Catholics." In
raising the head of the Austrian Uniats to the
cardinalate, Leo XIII. at once testifies his sympathy with their past and his wish to maintain
their nationality on a footing of perfect equality
with that of the rest of the Church: and he expresses the hope that the Papal action may have
due effect upon those Ruthenians whom Russian
despotism condemns to wear, ostensibly, at least,
the yoke of submission to a schismatieal church.
??

In Catholic Quebec.
1 here are two passages in Rev. B.J.

Redly s
entertaining article in this magazine on (Quebec
the name of which city, by the way, he says, arose
from the exclamation " Quel bee ! " (what a promontory !) that escaped a Xorman sailor when he
first saw its site which will well bear reproduction. One is the testimony given by Henry L.
Kelson, in Harper's, to the manner of life led by
the French-Canadians of the province. "In the
quiet village." wrote Mr. Kelson, " where the
good priest's word is law, there is likely to be very
little brawling and less drinking, for the FrenchCanadians are neither quarrelsome nor intemperA well-governed French-Canadian
ate.
village, where the priest is thoroughly respected
because of his wisdom and piety, affords a decided contrast to many rural communities in Fnglish Canada and on our own side of the border."
The other passage tells how a minister of the
church of England who, with his wife, visited a
parish near Quebec, for the purpose of viewing a
military encampment, entered by mistake the
grounds of the priest's residence, where they were
met by the priest, who bade them good-day, told
them he was at their service, and then noticed that
the minister wore the Roman collar. " Xow,"
says Father Really, " the old priest had seen priests
from the States dressed just like this, and so lie
asked the stranger if he were a Catholic priest.
Yes, sir,' the minister answered, but I am not
a Roman Catholic priest. I am a priest of the
church of England, and I am on my way to the
encampment.' The old priest saw the humor of the
situation, and shaking his head, as if in sorrow,
murmured, ' a priest of the church of Fngland ':
and then, in a solemn way. he said
Monsieur.
I beg your pardon, but my duty compels me to
tell you that you are on the wrong road.' The
minister, taking the words seriously, resented
them, saying that he was not seeking advice iv
religious matters, but merely trying to find the
encampment. The old priest appeared not to notice
his anger, and grew more stupid and slow.
Yes.
you are on the wrong way,' he went on, soliloquizing. and it falls to the lot of an old man like
me to set you right.
You wish to reach the camp,
but you are now on your way to my kitchen.'
'/'hen. looking up as if from a reverie, he added:
'Follow me, monsieur, and I will show you the way
that you should walk.' The anger dropped from
the minister's face, and no doubt he blamed himself for misunderstanding the slow old priest.
But Monsieur le Core' walked in his garden, with
his breviary under his arm, and laughed softly In
himself."
?
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In Menelek's Land.
Mr. John J. O'Shea has a timely article in this
magazine on Abyssinia, which, he says, has a
sympathetic claim upon us. being the only Christian kingdom in Africa. Its Christianity, he adds,
is more or less debased at the present time, but as
it is in communion with the Coptic church, wherein
such numerous conversions to Rome are now taking place, it may yet become united with the Holy
See. The introduction of Christianity into Abyssinia took place, we are informed, in the fourth
century, when St. Athanasius consecrated St.
Fruinentius a bishop for that country. Soon
afterwards many monastic establishments sprang
up in the land, and the Abyssinian church flourished until the country was overrun by the Mohammedans. Abyssinia remained cut off from
the Christian world for centuries after this happening, but in 1.520 a Portuguese priest. Father
Alvarez, who accompanied an embassy to the
Negus, wrote what is our earliest account of the
kingdom. Some Jesuit missionaries had previously located in the land, but these were subsequently expelled. In the seventeenth century
Father Paez managed to restore the missions, but
in 1688 the reigning Xegus quarreled with the
missionaries and sent them away. The distrust
of the Abyssinians of foreign missionaries appears to be largely due to the manner in which
England has acted in establishing Protestant missions in the land. " First you send a missionary," said the Emperor Theodore to England's
representative on one occasion. next a consul
to take care of him, and then an army to take
care of the consul." This bitter epigram, adds
Mr. O'Shea,
" does not apply to the case of our
Catholic missionaries, and if the present war
should be happily brought to a close by some
peaceful mediation, as it certainly should be,
there would appear to be a fine field in this interesting old kingdom of Prester John's for their
beneficent efforts."
??
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How Popes Are Elected.
Mr. William R. Thayer contributes to the May
Century an article on"The Election of a Pope,"
which shows that he has studied his subject well,
and which is in the main correct and free from
errors. There are some statements, it is true,
which appear to l>e comments of the author on
what he writes, that are open to criticism, as, for
instance, his assertion, made with reference to the
election of a Pope by inspiration, that although a
single dissenting voice vitiates such a method of
election, it has perhaps never been carried out in
"
literal conformity to rule, although several Popes,
after more or less wire-pulling, have been chosen
by acclamation." Mr. Thayer seems to labor under
the disadvantage of possessing, on this point at
least, only a superficial knwloedge of his subject.
The care taken to secure an exact count of the
cardinals' ballots is thus described by Mr.
When every one has voted, and the
Thayer:
infermieri have brought the ballots of the sick
members, the first scrutator takes each ballot from
the chalice, and opening it ( but only so far as to
read the motto) hands it to the second, who. having entered the vote opposite the candidate's name
on the list, passes it to the third, who reads it
aloud. During this process the other cardinals
keep the tally on the duplicate lists which each of
them has before him." He should have mentioned
the precautions taken before the counting of the
ballots to sec that their Dumber agrees with the
number of the electors, failing such agreement,
the ballots are at once burned; and there are
other precautions taken in the counting of which
??

this article makes no mention.

On the whole,

though, it is a fair presentation of the manner in
which Papal elections are conducted.
We will send the "Atlantic Monthly," which is the best
of the secular magazines,together with the REVIEW, to
any subscriber for $5 a year.
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Churc alendar.
C

Religious Maxims.

Religious Instruction.

CEREMONIES OF THE MASS.
Sunday, May 10.
Fifth Sunday after Easter. Epistle, St. James
I.
i, 22-27 ; gospel, St. John xvi, 5-14. Intheepistle
The Mass is the sacrifice of Jesus Christ our
of today we have it stated that religion clean and Lord, offered, not upon Calvary with the shedding
"
undeliled before God and the Father is this : to of his precious Blood, but by the ministry of his
visit the fatherless and widows in their tribulation, priests, under the appearances of bread and wine.
and to keep one's self unspotted from this world" ;
The sacrifice of the Mass and that of the cross
and an excellent epitome assuredly this is of our
religious obligations. First of all, we must keep
ourselves unspotted from this world ; that is I<>
say, we must guard our souls against the defilements of mortal sin, to which the world allures us
in so many different ways. This world, from
which St. James says we must keep ourselves unspotted, strives, disdaining no means to obtain
them, for wealth, human respect, public fame and
honor; it lives only for the present and lias no
thought for eternity; it worships self and lias no
regard for the needs and afflictions of others. It
was of it that the Saviour said :
I pray not for
the world"; of which the beloveddisciple declared
that "If any man love the world, the charity of
the Father is not in him " ; and of which St. Paul
wrote: "Be not conformed to this world." We
can not, as we have been assured by Christ himself, serve both God and mammon; but, alas! howmany there are who waste their time" and imperil
their souls' salvation by attempting this impossible feat. There is only one sure means of safety,
and that lies in keeping ourselves unspotted from
this world, in disdaining all the enticements it
holds out to allure us from the service of God, in
declaring war against it, that we may avoid the
condemnation to which it is doomed. This course
is not only in accordance with the demands of true
religion, but it should be dictated to us by the
promptings »f human wisdom even. For this
world that would lure us to its service, despite all
its promises and specious attractiveness, is a false.
wicked and tyrannical world: and it demands from
its votaries blind obedience and absolute surrender.
It is a false world, because it promises what it can
nevergive. It promises everything and gives nothing. It is a wicked world for the reason that it
makes a condition of our serving it that we prove
disloyal and faithless to the God who created us
and endowed us witli an immortal soul which he
destined for eternal happiness ; and it is a tyrannical world because it will accept no half service
from those who don its livery, but demands that
they prostitute every faculty of their being to its
commands. It was this world which crucified
Christ and which crucifies, or attempts to crucify,
all who live in accordance with the principles that
he laid down for their guidance, and which hates
the Church which he established ; who convicted it
of untruth and injustice. Small wonder is it then,
that St. James, when he undertook to define iv a
few words pure and undefiled religion, declared that it consisted primarily in keeping one's
self unspotted from this false, treacherous and
wicked world: for the world is the adversary of
Christ; but it is an adversary thai he bade us not
to fear when he said
Have confidence, I have
overcome the world." And he who tights against
the world and overcomes it. rejoicing in his own
happiness, naturally seeks to render comfort to
those who are afflicted. Works of Christian
mercy attract him and he is ever eager to solace
distress, to relieve want, and to mitigate sorrow.
that he may, as far as in him lies, remove the
burdens which an avaricious, cruel and inhuman
world entails upon suffering humanity.
MnsiiAV, May 11
Rogation Day.
TIK-DAY, May 12.
Rogation Day.
Wednesday, Mai LiRogation Day and Vigil of the Ascension.
Thursday, Mai 11.
Ascension of Our Lord Jesus Christ, a Holyday of Obligation.
Friday, Mai 15.
Of the Octave.
16.
SVI I 'Hll.ll , M
St. Übaldus, Bishop and ('orifessor.

"

:

.

??

aud the same
but
same, and
of
the
is
the
which
Victim
sacrifice,
which the Son of God offers to his Father with the
same intentions. Only the outward appearances
are different, so that between the sacrifice of
Calvary and that of the altar there is no essential
difference.
The ceremonies of the Mass are acts of religion,
and certain mysterious signs which the Church
employs in thecelebration of this adorable sacrifice
to add to its solemnity, and to increase the fervor
of the faithful.
1.
The Mass consists of three principal parts
The preparation for the sacrifice; 2. The sacrifice
properly so-called; 3. The Communion and acts
of thanksgiving.
The preparation begins with the sign of the
Cross, which the priest makes on himself when
reaching the altar at the foot of the steps, and it
lasts until the consecration.
The sacrifice properly so-called consists in the
consecration of the bread and wine into the sacred
Body and most precious Blood of our Lord.
The third part includes the thanksgiving and
prayers after the consecration until the last gospel.
The preparation for the sacrifice may be again
divided into f<air distinct parts?l. The prayers
which the priest and the acolyte (wdio answers in
the name of the congregation) recite at the foot of
the altar, and at the altar itself until the epistle ;
2. The instructions and profession of faith contained in the epistle, the gospel and the creed: 3.
The oblation and sanctification of the bread and
wine intended to be consecrated; 1. Lastly, the
solemn invocation and the secret prayers of the
canon, which immediately precede the consecration
of the Holy Eucharist.
The priest and the acolyte commence by making
the sign of the cross, thus showing that the action
which they are about to perform is no other than
the Sacrifice of Jesus Christ. Both kneeling or
bowing down represent by this attitudeof humility
the reverence due to the majesty of God, and the
humiliations of Jesus in the sacred mysteries of
the Incarnation, the Redemption, and the Holy
Eucharist. During these prayers, and especially
during the Confiteor. both the priest and the faithful
should excite in themselves a deep contrition for
their sins, which have been the true cause of the
sufferings and passion of their Saviour. They
should recall his sorrowful prayer in the garden of
Olives, when, prostrate on the ground, he asked
pardon for sinners, and offered himself to his
Father as the universal Victim of expiation. It is
with such memories as these, and in union with
Jesus, suffering and dying, that we should
humiliate ourselves at the beginning of the Mass.
are not two sacrifices,

one

?

Life is only bright when it proceedeth
Towards a truer, deeper life above ;
Human love is sweetest when it leadeth
Toa more divine and perfect love.

What is it to be resigned? It is to put God between ourselves and our sorrows.
Do today's duty, fight today's temptation. Do
not weaken and distract yourselves looking
forward to things you can not see and could not
understand if you saw.

Ik we care anything about Christ at all, our
hearts will turn to him as naturally as. when the
winter begins to pinch, the migrating birds seek
the sunny South, turning by an instinct which
they themselves do not understand.

Sunday.

So capital a point is humility, that we are not
left to learn it from any common teacher. It is
our Divine Saviour himself who says, Learn of
me, for I am meek and humble of heart."?St.
DiONYsros thk Grkat.

"

Monday.

The remembrance of the Divine Heart of Jesus
is a source of consolation and joy; oh, how good
it is to make one's dwelling therein !
St. Ber?

nard.

Life without laughing is a dreary blank. A good
laugh is sunshine in a house.
Tuesday.

Now, O man. cease a little from thy work, withdraw thyself for a while from thy stormy thoughts ;
forget thy weary and burdensome struggling ; give
thyself for a time to God and rest calmly in him.
Leave all around thee, where God is not and where
thon wilt find no helpfrom him. Go into the inner
chamber of thy heart and shut the door behind
thee. Say then with thy whole heart: I seek thy
face, O Lord ! Teach thou me how and where I
should seek thee, and where and how I shall find
thee." ?St. Anski.m.

"

Wednesday.

:

Come and keep Jesus Christ company it is his
Heart which invites thee, and which promises thee
the abundance of its graces, if thou give it that
consolation. St. Alphonscs LIGUOKI.
Falsehoods may be stated under the impression
that they are truths: but lying is characterized by
the intention to deceive.
?

Thursday.

Poor mortal!do you wish to Hy from God? Cast
yourself into his arms. St. Augustine.
Some men are possessed of good qualities, which
are very serviceable to others, but useless to themselves like a sun-dial on the front of a house, to
inform the neighbors and passengers, but not the
owner within.
?

:

Friday.

The Heart of Jesus is the treasure of all graces,
and our confidence is the key thereof. Blessed
Margaret Mun.
Man is a good deal like a fish. You know the
lish would never get into very serious trouble if it
kept its mouth shut.
?

Saturday.

Affliction comes to us all, not to make us sad.
but sober: not to make us sorry, but wise; not to
make us despondent, but by its darkness to refresh
us. as the night refreshes the day: not to impoverish, but to enrich us, as the plow enriches
the field; to multiply our Joy, as the seed, byplanting, is multiplied a thousandfold.
ST. PAUL'S COMPASSION FOR SINNERS.
St. Paul was made in heroic mould, yet he had
tender heart and was supremely devoted to the
good of others. He was often most severely tried,
for even in his day there were unworthy members
who had crept in unawares and were anything but
edifying in their conduct. In the lxth and 19th
versesof the 111. chapter of Philippians this great
and fervent apostle tells them " For many walk
of whom I have told you often (and now tell you
weeping) that they are enemies of the cross of
Christ; whose end is destruction, whose god is
their belly, and whose glory is in their shame who
mind earthly things." Unfortunately that race
seems never to have died out; they exist even at
the present day. H St- aul wo l>t <>vcr those of
his day, well may all good and faithful Christians
weep over and pray for the multiplied numbers at
the present time who show by their conduct that
their god is their belly, who mind earthly things,
and who, instead of being ashamed of their sin,
actually glory in what should be their shame
a

:

;
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Hints.

Temperance.

become that most dismal, abject and powerless of
Friendly
God's creatures, the slave of the saloon ! May
God at the dread last have mercy upon your soul;
SHUN THIS SOWING.
THE SALOON HABIT.
but what a fearful Hood of memories you leave to
a
wasted,
those who so loved you through
misspent
It is quite common to hear men say: "Boys
Young man, you are just about to form the life that might
have been so happy, so manly and will
saloon habit, stop and think; you have parents,
be boys. They must sow their wild oats."
so true. But, with the grace of God, it is never
That there is danger to be dreaded from having
you still love your fond mother and respected
too late to mend.
this old proverb repeated without protest, is atfather. You have a heart for your little sisters..
If affliction falls on the family you feel it. Their
tested by the many human wrecks that line the
TEMPERANCE NOTES.
of life, says the Church News.
pathway
troubles
their
successes
your
;
troubles are your
A
man
them,
might as reasonably sow the seed of
Stephen's
You
with
sorrow
rejoice
you
successes.
St.
Society of Boston celebrated its
weeds in his field and expect a crop of corn as for
with them. They are your flesh and blood. They silver jubilee last week.
are as dear to you as life. Young man, you now
a boy to sow wild oats " for a dozen or more
have Catholic faith ; you reverence your priest, you
St. Joseph's Society of Lynn has purchased a years and hope some day to wake up a good,
trusted, and honorable man.
hear Mass, you frequent the sacraments. It pains site for the erection of a new hall.
Boys should be taught that it is a sin to sowyou now it shocked you once to hear
The Bristol (Conn.) society is lookingfor a new wild oats," and that for each seed sown a fearful
blasphemy, or doubt or denial of God, or seolling at
things holy and the Church. You are still pure, and more commodious hall to accommodate its account must be rendered, if not here, at least
and obscenity or immorality repels you. You have growing members.
hereafter. The soul is like a snow-white cloth, and
is soiled by sin just as cloth is disfigured by dirt.
a good situation and it suits you.
You go to
The total abstainer by his example counteracts No sensible man or boy would throw a fine coat
work cheerfully and get to it timely. You enthe results from the doings of others. Consider on the ground,
and expect that it would escape
joy good health and find " lots of honest fun"
the good you are doing and bring to our ranks permanent injury. Yet
in life. You believe that there are many things
thousands " sow wild
other good examples.
oats" without realizing what they are doing.
to live for and that life has its duties
to others
Aside from the blemishes which sin imprints
as well as to yourself. Beware of the habit you
Salem will have the honor of entertaining the
are forming. A few months ago a casual drink or delegates to the annual convention of the arch- upon the soul the boy should consider his worldly
prospects, and rememberthat every grain of "wild
a cigar in a saloon was perhaps the accident of
diocesan union, which is to be held in that city
oats "he sows detracts from his character, and
once in six or seven weeks. Later it was a weekly
mi Decoration day.
tends to lessen his chances in the business and
occurrence: now it is a daily incident and some~
world.
professional
times it occurs two or three times in a day and
Sexton,
Of Mr.
the distinguished Irish M. P.,
A boy without experience may be persuaded
night. At first you did not linger: now you can journalist and orator, a friend of his says in the
not tear yourself away. Then the coarse oath and London Neivs that he drinks no wine or spirits that it is an easy thing for him to give up the bad
habits he acquires by sowing wild oats," but
ribald story fell terribly on your ears. You are or malt liquor of any sort."
the man of mature years can give testimony of
getting used to it now ; think less of it. You are
the struggle necessary to get rid of a single bad
at the mouth of hell. Indeed, already, to be a bold
The advocate of the Norwegian system of
habit acquired early-in life, and which has been
" good fellow " did you not on occasion share
regulating the liquor traffic will be shocked to
in a scandalous conversation? It was against your
nourished for years. Our passions will run away
learn thatabouthalf the towns there have abandoned with us unless, like
good horsemen, we hold a tight
grain, but you did. You say you can stop sroinrr it, and adopted prohibition instead,
says the Index.
rein on them. When they have the mastery we bethere when you will. If so easy to now break off.
The system did not show a decrease in drunkenness.
come slaves of the meanest kind. If men would
why is it you have already broken through several
but remember this fact they would never say a
resolutions you have made to avoid the saloons?
The vital statistics of Germany show that wine
single word which might be construed into an enDo you really think the temptation of the octopus merchants, inn-keepers
and retail venders of
sow wild oats." The
couragement to the boy to
will become weaker the further it ensnares yon ': spirits have
a high death-rate, especially after
sowing
may be pleasant, but the reaping will be
That it is easier to break of the habit of years than thirty
years of age, when diseases of the kidneys
anything else, either to the boy or to his parents.
of months? Keep on, and you shall never "will." an-very common.
Boys should never forget that before they can
Keep on, and do you know what shall shortly hapto
and
it
is
in
a
brief
you?
shortly
pen
very
life.
The permanent Hush on the face of a drunkard " sow wild oats" they must cease to love their
Your character, your looks, and your very nature indicates a permanent injury of the blood vessels. parents, and that while they are casting the seed
will have changed. You shall never again show The liver, the stomach, the kidneys, the circulation into the ground they are harrowing the hearts of
yourself for what you once were. Your dearest and tile heart, arc all injuriously affected by the mothers that bore them and of fathers that have
labored to feed, clothe, and educate them.
and nearest may cling to you as David did to
when,
dav after dav.
Absalom, but shall shudder
and year after year, they fail to recognize in you
h every gallon of whisky made, if every flask
NOTHING TO BE ASHAMED OF.
one single trait ofyour old darling self; when you of wine produced, should be taxed 81,000. it
were a comforting son and winsome brother. The would not be enough to pay for the tears it has
Never be ashamed of honest work. Some of
time will come when you shall curse your fond wrung from the eves of widows and orphans, nor the greatest men of the day began
poorboys.
mother and strike at your respected father; when for the blood it has dashed on the Christian Church, But remember the motto, Be just and fear not."
the glance of a wanton shall lead you farther into nor for the catastrophe of the millions it has de- Don't forget this, whatever you do. If you are
evil than all the love-light in your sisters' eyes stroyed forever.
dishonest, you are lost. If you once get suspected
can guide you into good: when all the Joys or
of being a thief, then good-bye self-respect, goodThe most horrible picture of heathenism is that
sorrows of your family shall concern you less than
bye
peace of mind. You are watched wherever
picture of a woman who carries her sweet babe to
the price of a single glass of whisky. There shall
you go. and, if you are not watched, you think
and tosses it on its turbube no Mass then for you no sacraments. You. the fianks of the Ganges
you are, till at last you look upon yourself with
murmuring lips sink bewaters,
lent
its
watching
turn,
shall become the devil's advocate
too, in your
tide; but here in Christian America we contempt. Another thing our youth should reto disclaim against a God whom you blasphemously neath its
member, and it is that they should never be genwatch 200,000 a year, hopeless drunkards, take
accuse of creating us to damn us. You believed
erous at the expense of others.
Be just before
their wives and children and throw them into the
in hell when you were working for heaven; you
you are generous " is a good rule to go by. When
turbulent waters of a drunkard's life.
shall profess to believe in heaven only, when you
you earn your honest penny, use it honestly in
will be working for hell. Later on, in the wreck of
paying your debts, and then in being as generous
Some time ago, it will he remembered, the memmind, you shall care for neither. Your situation,
as you please. One of the chief causes of theft
while you are fortunate enoughto hold it. will have bers of St. Peter's Young Ladies' T. A. Society. is the shame of havingto work at lowly occupations.
lieeonie irksome and distasteful dissipations of the Hartford, Conn., pledged themselves to marry no Get over this shame, and do as the Martyrnight are poor incentives to an honest day of labor. man who used intoxicating liquor. At a recent President Lincoln did, split wood?anything, before
Innocent amusements will have palled on you. meeting, attended by five hundred members, one you stoop to a mean, thieving act. This isheroism of
Excess and reaction shall struggle with your of them said " Not one of the young ladies who the most exalted kind, and it is all the more noble
weakening mind and body till the sad, sottish end belong to the society has broken the pledge in re- in the sight of God. in proportion to the way in
perhaps accelerated by the brawler's hand or gard to marrying drinking young men." The which some of your associate half-sirs " may look
the iron arm of the law ?is reached; not unlikely young men are beginning to realize that the ladies down on you in your poverty. The bright day will
in a penal or eleemosynary institution, afar from mean business, as one member vowed that she dawn for you soon, and you can defy the world
those once loved. Poor, misguided and unfortunate would rather die an old maid than be the wife of when you have an honest heart. Have courage in
youth, who so! Ma-ted of your ??independence" in the a drunkard. The ladies are engaged in a temper- your hour of trial and yon can laugh the world to
scorn.
yen act of surrendering your manhood and will io ance work us effective as it is novel.
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taken by the wind, and in the third it was taken
by the waves. Tell it me now by word of mouth,
that I may take it myself."
UNCLE JACK TALKS
"Ah!" said the dervish, gravely, "I fear
WITH THE BOYS AND GIRLS. it is too late. Much I fear it always has been
and ever will be too late for such as thou to profit
How to Get a Badge and Manual.
by advice of any kind.

Our Future Men and Women.

[Whoever sends in a new subscription to the Rkvikw,
renews an old subscription, with two dollars for the
year, will receive a badge and a Manual free.

He who does not while he may what he should
May not after do it when he would."

"

or

If your parents or friends subscribe and get the badge
for you, send in your name and be enrolled as a member,
that is, if
and sign the League promise and keep it,
yon are not a Defender already.
We can not give badge and Manual for any special or
reduced rate subscriptions, but only when the full rate
(*2) is paid to this office, direct.J
?

While He May.

[BY

There lived a young man named Selim, who
was hopelessly given to procrastination. He had
received from his father a small property; but,
bjing too easy-going and indolent to make any
move toward increasing it, he had gradually sunk
into poverty. One morning, as he was sitting in
his hut, eating his frugal meal of sour curd and
dates, a hungry dervish called at his door, and,
without speaking, begged by signs for a mouthful
of food. Selim at once bade him enter and help
himself. The dervish did so, and quickly devoured all that was left upon the table. When he
rose to go, he seemed to wish to repay in some
sort his host's kindness, and asked in pantominc
that writing materials might be brought. When
Selim told him that there were neither pen, ink,
nor paper in the house, he showed by gesture that,
as he passed out, he would write something with
his stick in the sand before the door.
I will come
Good ! " said the young man.
later, and read what thou hast written."
Thereupon the dervish departed, but Selim sat
The
in his hut too lazy to stir from his chair.
when it is
sun is hot now," he said to himself ;
cooler, I will go out." The day waned, and
night fell. " I could not read the writing now for
I will wait unthe darkness," reflected Selim.
til morning." But during the night a caravan
passed by the house, and every trace of the writing was obliterated.
A year later the dumb dervish called again at
Selim's door to ask for entertainment, and
seemed surprised to find him as poor as ever.
After he had eaten he made a sign for the young
man to accompany him. Selim went a short
distance, and then lazily fell behind. The dervish
came to the border of the desert, and pausing,
wrote some words in the sand with his staff.
Then, pointing to them significantly, he went his
way. Selim understood, but the sun was hot and
I will go
he was loath to exert himself further.
this afternoon and see what he has written," he
thought; and, lying down under a tree, he fell
asleep. By and by, just before sunset, he got up
and went to read the writing; but while he slept
the wind had come and blown about the sand until not so much as a single letter remained.
The next year the dervish once more presented
himself at Selim's hut, and seemed more than ever
surprised at finding him still miserably poor.
This time when he went away he took the young
man by the arm and led him down toward the
seashore, where the sand lay white and flat and
hard. Presently, however, Selim made an excuse
to stop and tic his sandal. Then, being too
sluggish to go on, he sat down in the shade of a
great rock. The dervish meanwhile wrote a sentence in the sand, and after calling attention to it,
went away. It was a little too far from him to be
There is
read easily. So the young man said :
no hurry. I will go and look at it presently."
But before he knew it he was sound asleep, and
by and by the tide came up and washed the writ-

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

ing wholly away.
Yet another year passed, and for the fourth
time the dervish knocked at the door of Selim's
wretched hut. When he entered and saw the
young man in his rags, he held up his hands with

astonishment.

"Truly, Allah is great!" he exclaimed.
Here
am I, dumb from birth, permitted at last
"
to speak, and declare my wonder that there doth
exist in this world a person so lazy and shiftless
as thou. Three times have I offered thee good
counsel, which, if needed, might have raised thee
from thy poverty ; and thrice hast thou proved too
indolent to take it."
"But," returned Selim, trying to excuse himself, "in the first instance, thy.good counsel was
taken by the camels' hoofs, in the second it was

I

The Secret of Success.
PHILIP BURROUGHS BTBOMG.

Choose thou, O youth, thy path in life ;
Let not events decide ;
Be not, in life's momentous strife,
Like weeds upon a tide.
Determined what thy aim shall be,
Toil with that aim in view
If circumstances hinder thee,
Make circumstances new.
Be not the iron that is bent
And beaten as it glows,
But be, through full and fixed intent,
The arm that gives the blows.
Remember this : We can attain
What fully we intend ;
We for ourselves, ourselves ordain
Life's destiny and end.
They win in life who will to win,
They fail who faint and fear;
To him with dauntless heart within
No obstacles appear.
There is no mount too high to scale,
No stream too wide to span,
For him who wills he will not fail,
Who will and therefore can.
So choose, 0 youth, thy path in life,
With firm resolve decide ;
Bring all thy powers to the strife,
Success shall thee betide !

None of Uncle Jack's older nieces and nephews
need be afraid to write him about their difficulties.
Nothing gives him more pleasure than to feel that
he is a help to his boys and girls who are older
grown. He delights, particularly, in helping young
folks when they show a disposition to help others,
as Mary does by sending suggestions for the debating society. Uncle Jack is sure Thomas will
thank her for the topics. Mary's verses are very
good in some ways. The idea expressed is a
very bright one, indeed, and .Mary has the right
idea about rhymes; she rhymes by sound and not
by the spelling, as many beginners do. Nature.
of course, has a great deal to do with poetry.
not made?but poets have to
Poets are born
be verse-makers in order to express their poetry,
and verse-making is like the other arts, governed
by more or less fixed rules. Mary probably isn't
Poets are extremely rare. But possibly
a poet.
she may be able to make acceptable children's
verses after she has learned the rules. She should
get a grammar ?Brown's is a very good and
easy one and study the chapter on versification.
Then she should take the copy which she has kept
of the verses sent to Uncle Jack and rigidly scan
every line. She will find that the lines are of several different lengths, and that many of the. feet
are lame. Perhaps Mary will think Uncle Jack
severe, but if she is the intelligent, ambitious girl
Uncle Jack thinks she will be helped by candid
criticism and hurt rather than helped by indiscriminate praise. Doesn't Mary agree with Uncle
Jack? If Mary thinks it would help her in her
studies, Uncle Jack would not mind starting a
correspondence class. Probably there are others
among Uncle Jack's older boys and girls who wish
Suppose
to make up for deficient schooling.
Uncle Jack were to give a task each week and the
members of the class were to write out the answers
to his questions and send them to him? They
would get practice in writing, spelling, punctuation, construction and expression. Uncle Jack
would point out mistakes, call attention to improvement, mark the letters according to their approach to perfection, answer questions and help
in any way possible. What does Mary think
about the plan? If she likes it perhaps she will
write out the answers to the following questions
and send them to Uncle Jack. Any one who
wants to join the class may do likewise. How
many parts of speech are there? What is a noun?
Give some examples and state why they are nouns
What is a verb? Exand what kind of nouns.
amples. What is an adjective? Give two sentences containing adjectives. Analyze and parse
Columbus discovered
the following sentence,
America." Mary should read as much good poetry and good prose as she can find time for. She
should read and scan the poetry of Adelaide Proctor and Longfellow. Robert Louis Stevenson and
Eugene Field have written children's verses which
she ought to read, and reading Stevenson's stories
will help to form her style.
?

,

?

Uncle Jack hopes all his boys and girls will

paste these verses at the foot of the bed
where they'll be sure to see them every morn-

ing when they wake up. If Uncle Jack were
a poet he would add another stanza which should
remind his boys and girls that the reason they
ought to try to make the most of themselves and
their opportunities, which is really what success
means, is because they are God's children and are
meant to shine in another world according to the
way they have lived in this one. And. maybe,
"
while he was about it. he would make some more
verses to remind them that "there's a divinity
that shapes our ends, rough hew them how we
may," and if we fail at first we must just pull ourselves together and try again. Perhaps that's a
pretty big preach for little ears. However, to
make up for the close attention the young folks
have been giving Uncle Jack, he's going to let
Clinton, Mass., March 18,-1896.
them do all the rest of the talking this week.
Dear Uncle Jack:
Here is the small army of letter writers
After a seemingly long intermission I now sit down to
Hoi.yoke, Mass., April 10, 1896.
write to you. I think I shall tell you about a book I
Dear Uncle Jack:

:

?

?

?

I fear I am much too old to ask to be allowed to become one of your nieces; but, hoping that those whose
age permits them to claim the honor will not object to my
writing to you, I take the liberty of writing to suggest a
few subjects for discussion, by the debating society, of
which your nephew Thomas is a member. If they are
not suitable, of course. Uncle Jack knows what to do
with them. They are Resolved that even in this life the
good arc happier than the wicked that moral cowardice
is more despicable than physical.
I also send a few rhymes, I do not clare call them
verses, because I know nothing of the art of verse-making exceptwhat Nature taught me. I left school before
I began to study grammar, and am trying to learn it by
studying evenings, but as I have no one to teach me my
see
progress is necessarily very slow. Uncle Jack can
that I am yet but very little acquainted with the capital
and punctuation families, putting them, as did one of his
but where they
little nieces, anywhere and everywhere
to learn all
very
hard
try
belong. I hope she will
school.
about them while she has a chance of going to
she
is
grown-up,
when
sorry
If -lie does not she will be
wish to write a
for then, perhaps, like me, she may
find herself unable
will
and
she
one,
nice letter to some
to do so.
too badly writDear Uncle Jack, if my rhymes are not
little ones,
the
please
would
they
think
you
ten and
or address.
name
my
give
them,
but do not
please publish
may become
and
nieces
nephews
all
your
Hoping that
noble men and women. T remain

:

:

Respectfully yours,
M

iky

CJt

IKK.

haveread since I wrote you last. The name of this book
is Barabbas, A Tale of the World's Tragedy."
There was a
Barabbas was a thief and an assassin.
He
young lady whom Barabbas admired very much.
heard of her fondness for pearls and broke his good
reputation by stealing them for her. At another time a
man said something about her for which Barabbas slew
him. This young lady was Judith, sister of Judas
Iscariot
The beginning of the book finds liarabbas in prison.
He is then brought before Pilate, where he sees for the
first time Jesus of Xazareth. Barabbas marvels much
at the beauty of this Man of Nazareth. He thinks he
sees a great light around this Nazarene, and utters an
exclamation to the effect that this man must be a God,
and promptly a soldier strikes him on the mouth. Barabbas is now released by Pilate and goes to an inn for
refreshments. Here he meets a stranger who takes him
to his room and clothes him finely. This stranger was
Melchior, one of the three eastern kings who came, and
falling down, adored, in the person of a seemingly helpless infant, Christ the King. Barabbas goes out and
proceeds with the crowd to Calvary to see the Crucifixion. At the time when darkness covered Calvary,
Barabbas fell down at the foot of the cross and wept
with Mary Magdalen.
After two exciting days in which Judith and Judas
Iscariot were buried, Barabbas went to Calvary and,
hiding himself, waited to see if anything would happen
at the sepulchre. After a while he fell asleep. Caiphas had stationed fourteen picked men of the Roman
Guard to watch the sepulchre, (as he said) to keep the

"
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apostles from stealing their master's body.
Barabbas
had fallen asleep and most of the guard soon did the
same. Towards morning the great light of heaven shot
its beams across Calvary. The men who remained
awake now fainted from fright. Two angels appeared,
rolled away the stone in front of the sepulchre and
Christ arose from the dead. After a while Barabbas
awoke and started for the summit of Calvary. On the
way he met the guard who were going to intercept him
when, suddenly, behind Barabbas, appeared Melchior
who, raising his hand and displaying a large ring, called
out, "Stand back, respect the emperor's signet" As if
something had struck them the soldiers sprang aside to
give the road to this mysterious bearer of the emperor's
signet. Barabbas and his companion now made therest
of the journey without trouble. When they reached the
sepulchre they found it empty and the seals of the Sanhedrim Council broken. They found at the sepulchre
Mary Magdalen, who was bewailing the loss of her
Master. Suddenly a mau appeared and asked, " For
what weepestthou, woman ':" then Mary replied, "They
have taken my Master's Body and I know not where
they have laid it." To this the stranger said but one
word,
" Mary." As if struck, Mary fell to the ground.
For this stranger was no other than the risen Christ.
He then told her to tell the apostles, for he was about to
ascend to his Father. She returned to the city, Barabbas
following in wonderment.
Barabbas went to Nazareth afterwards, to ascertain
the true account of this Nazarene's birth.
While talking with Joseph in his shed, a great light
appeared, and turning towards the door he beheld the
Man of Sorrows." This time the slant of Jesus com"pletely
transfigured Barabbas who. falling down, ottered
his fidelity to the true King. He followed Jesus into the
fields, where Our Lord suddenly disappeared.
Barabbas now returned to Judea, where he was cast
into prison on the charge of attempting to murder
Caiphas, the high priest.
Judith Iscariot was the real
culprit, but Caiphas, although he knew this, was in love
with Judith and so swore the crime on Barabbas,
Meanwhile,as Barabbas lay in his cell, a great light
appeared to him and with it his chosen Master, the
N'azarene, Our Saviour. And at the same time Jesus laid
his hand on the fetters of Barabbas and said, Who believeth in me shall not be in darkness." and "Barabbas
passed to a more peaceful world.
Your loving friend,
Hknky O'Bkikn.
?

Henry's condensation of the story of Barabbas is
very good. If he will make a similar outline of
each book he reads he will find his memory greatly
improved, and characters and stories will be fixed
in his mind. Many people who are voracious
readers never can tell the names of the characters
in a story a week after they have read it. .Next
time Henry must try to give his own impressions
of the story. Did it give him a clearer notion of
the times and the people among whom Our Saviour
passed his life ? Who is the author ? Has Henry
read Ben Hur by Lew Wallace, and Fabiola by
Cardinal Wiseman? Who was the Joseph whom
Barabbas is said to havevisited ? Not His fosterfather, of course, for St. Joseph died during Our
Saviour's lifetime.
Potsfikld, Mass., April ;. ism;.

Dear Uncle Jock:
I have never written to you before, but I thought I
would like to. I take the ttevnw; we think It a very
lovely paper. I am nine years old. I goto the public
school. I am in the fourth grade. My studies are music,
reading, language, spelling, drawing andarithmetic. Our
schools were closed for a week. The summer term commenced Monday. April ft. I go to Sunday-school every
Sunday to St. Joseph's Church. My Sunday-school
teacher's name is Miss Kernan.
I am an altar boy and I served the priest three weeks
during Lent. Our pastor. Rev. Father Smith. la in Florida for his health, and is expected home the twentieth of
this month, much improved in health, and thewhole eon
gregation will lie delighted to see him home again, lie
is the director of the St. Berchmaa's Society, of which I
am a member. There is a mission to open at our church
the twenty-sixth of tins month and to continue two
weeks.
I have one brother and three sisters. Their names are
Willie. Alice. Katie and Martha. I have two playmates,
Karl Cahill and Clifford Xelligan. The game we like
best is marbles. After school we have gnat sport.
My pets are a horse and a bird. Papa keeps a horse
and her name i> Nellie, and I admire her very much.
My bird's name is Dick he hi a canary ami be is very
fond of apples. [would like very much to see Uncle
Jack up here in I'ittstleld in the summer time, as it is
most beautiful. Hoping you do not think my flrsl letter
too long, I remain
Your loving nephew,
John C. Mi Maiion.
?

:

accounts of the game that Uncle Jack is sure Nel-

lie will forgive him for omitting hers. He would
like to hear about Nellie's favorite books and their THE CREATOR'S WISDOM AS SHOWN IN NATURE.
authors and about the story-book heroes she admires most.
RECENT EXPERIMENT AND DISCOVERY.
Boston, Mass.. March 21, 18!»6.
Dear Uncle Jack :
I thank you for making me a member of the Little
Defenders of the Holy Name. If you send the badge
and Manual I would be very pleased to have it. Dear
Uncle Jack, you asked me if I would tell you why the
children like Louisa Aleott's books. I think it is because she does not use big words the way some writers
do and she explains things so they look real. I have
read " Fabiola, or the Church in the Catacombs," which
is very interesting and I wish all your nieces and
nephews could read it. I have also read
The Scarlet
Letter," but I did not understand it and I.had my aunt
explain it to me. I wish you and your nieces and
nephews may have a joyful Easter. I hope my letter is
not too long. I will close.calling myself
Your loving niece,
Anna Rogean.
?

"

Anna's letter is very interesting. Uncle Jack
is delighted, of course, to find that one of his
young friends agrees with him that the secret of
Louisa Aleott's hold on children is the simple
everyday way of telling things which might have
happened to the children who are reading as
easily as to the storybook characters. By and
by, when Anna is older, she will understand that
people read that very sad story of the "Scarlet
Letter" because of its originality, its style and
the picture it gives of the old Puritan New England life. While she is still a little girl she will
probably like Hawthorne's " Wonder Book" and
Twice Told Tales" much better. Uncle Jack
hopes Anna has read the life of Louisa Alcott. It
is a more beautiful story than any she wrote.
Stonington, Conn., April 7, 1896.

"

Dear Uncle, Jack:
This is my Ilrst letter to you. We are new subscribers
to the Sacred Heart Review and like it very much. I
have been reading the letters ever since we began to
take the paper. I was interested in them, so I thought
I would write one.
I am thirteen years old and I go to the public school.
There is no Catholic school here. It is only a mission
church, the parish church is in Mystic. Rev. Father
Murphy is our pastor. I belong to the Sacred Heart society here, and would like to become a member of the
League. Will Uncle Jack please tell me about the rules
of the League?
There is to be a prize given to the one who improves
most iv vertical writing at our school.
Igo to Sunday-school every Sunday. I received my
First Communion and was confirmed about two years
ago.
I have read many books, some of which I will tell you
Crew," Little Lord Fauntleroy," The Prince
"andSarah
"
"
the Pauper," "Uncle Tom's Cabin," "Penelope"
and others. I think I will draw my letter to a close. Hoping to see ii in print, I remain,
Your would-be niece,
Anna M. Drew.
?

:

Next time she writes, which Uncle Jack hopes
will be soon, Anna should tell us the names of
the writers of the books she has read. Hasn't
she read any historical works or biographies?
Uncle Jack is sure she would like Louisa Aleott's
biography, by Mrs. Cheney; Lanier's "Boy's
King Arthur." Little .larvis " and '?Midshipman Bob," by "Molly Elliot Seawell; "Young
Folks' Book of American Explorers," by Thomas
Wentworth Iligginson.
To become a member of the League of Defenders of the Holy Name, Anna should write out the
following promise, sign it and send it to Uncle
Jack :
I wish to become a member of the League of
Defenders of the holy Name.
I promise not to take the Holy Name in vain
by
cursing or swearing or using bad words.
I promise to say to myself (not aloud), whenever I hear anyone swear, "God's name be
praised."
I promise to use my influence to persuade
others to join with me in defending the Holy Name
from insult.
?

Northampton, Mass., March 26, 1896.

Qncle Jack wonders if John can tell him why Dear Uncle Jack : This is
first letter to you, so excuse all mistakes. I
boys always take to marbles and girls to jumping go to the my
parochial school, which is situated in one of
ropes at this season of the year? Why shouldn't the prettiest places in Xorthamptou, called Shady Lawn.
I like my teacher very much.
boys jump rope and girls play marbles?

I like geography and catechism best of all my studies.
lam preparing for my confirmation. I go to SundayDear Uncle Jack :
school.
My teacher's name is Miss O'Brien. Wishing
I thought I would write you a few lines. I read the you a happy Easter and hoping to se my letter in print,
Sacked Hkart Kkvikw. I have not seen many from 1 will close.
East Cambridge. My brother received a badge and
Your affectionate niece,
Manual two years ago. I am in the First Communion
Mary Roach.
class and I am nine years old. I tried for part ilrst. for
Jack
will
write
hopes
again and
Mary
Uncle
which I received a very interesting book named "The
tell him about the games the children of Northbamp of the Sanctuary."
I have often played Hoist the Sail." and will try to ampton play and the stories they like. Will she?
tell Mr. Curious how to play it.
And will all the other boys and girls write soon?
Your loving niece,
There ought to be some letters about the earliest
Nki.i.lK Wisrman.
soon.
ivvst Cambridge, Mass..

March 2:s.

lytic.

?

?

"

Nellie's description of Hoist the Sail is very

Familiar Science.

dear, but so many of the boys and girls sent in

wild Bowers

Some interestingexperiments on insects by Professor Plateau of the University of Ghent are recorded in a recent number of Science. It has
been generally thought that insects were attracted
to flowers in large measure by the brilliancy of
their colors. In a considerable bed of showy
dahlias Plateau concealed from sight the highly
colored rays of some of the flowers, exposing only
the inconspicuous disc, and in some other cases
the disc, also, but independently, by means of
colored papers or by green leaves secured in place
by pins. It was found that concealing the colored
rays made no difference in the frequency with
which these flowers were visited
butterflies and
bees seeking them with the same avidity as the
fully exposed flowers in the same patch. In many
cases the bees pushed their way beneath the obstacle to reach them. Plateau concludes that insects
are guided far more by their perception of odors
than by their vision of bright and contrasted
?

colors.

In another communication to the Belgian Academy Plateau gives the details of a set of experiments instituted for the purpose of determining
whether a wide-meshed net presents any obstacle
to the passage of an insect in cases, of course,

where the meshes of the net were so wide that the
insect could easily pass through in flight without
touching its wings. He found that although such
nets do not absolutely prevent the passage on the
wing, the insects almost invariably act as if they
could not distinguish the apertures, and end by
alighting on the mesh and crawling through.
Plateau reasons that through the lack of distinct
and sharp vision the threads of the net produce
the illusion of a continuous surface, such as for us
the hachures of an engraving seen at a distance.
?

An inhabitant of the Scilly Isles has recently
discovered a singular habit in the rats which infest those islands. These rats are very abundant,
even on the uninhabited and desolateislets, and the
consequent scarcity of their natural food has led
to a practice which is not common among rodents
namely, fishing. The individual who communicates these facts found one day in their nests in
the downs near the shore a number of crabs. In
the bottom of one burrow on a bed of damp seaweed were sixteen crabs, in another six, and in
others three and four. The crabs were of good
size and certainly had not come there of their own
accord, for all of them had their legs bitten off near
the body. It would seem that the rats were in
the habit of catching them at low water, and
bringing them to their nests, when, in order to
prevent their escape, and to avoid being bitten by
their pincers, they gnawed off their legs. The
crabs were alive and unquestionably were intended
as a store of food for the rats.
?

\u2666

Mr. W. J. RA.IMBOW, in the proceedings of the
Linnean Society of New South Wales, has some
interesting observations on the snare webs of a
certain species of Nephila an Australian spider.
Their webs are composed of two kinds of silk
one white, dry and rather fragile, and the other
yellow, elastic, and exceedingly viscid. The dry
threads are used for the framework of the well
and the supporting guys, while the viscid threads
form the concentric rings. The web varies in diameter from three feet upward, and is placed at varying distances from the ground, sometimesnear it.and
at othertimes as high as ten or twelvefeet. In every
case it is in such a position as to be exposed to
the rays of the sun. The snares are strong
enough to catch small birds, and as birds are
sometimes caught in them it is popularly believed
that the spider sets them for this purpose. Rainbow however, does not believe that this is the
case, as the spider does not feed on the bird.
In
cases where she has been found with her fangs in
the body of the bird it is probably in order to kill
it to prevent damage to its net by the creature's
struggles. These spiders pair in autumn. The two
sexes inhabit the same web for a considerable
time?the female in the centre and the male at
the upper edge of the structure. The attempts
which the male makes to ingratiate himself with
the female are not always successful, and he not
infrequently retires from his attempt at courtship
?

?

.
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Aunt Bride.

Aunt Bride fears that many of her
girls and not a few of her older
women friends fail to appreciate the
importance of being able to write a
graceful and appropriate letter. In
these days of two-cent postage and
long distances, letter-writing plays
a serious part in the lives of most
of us. Very often a carelessly
written lettter has lost an ambitious
girl the opportunity she has been
earnestly striving for.
A letter applying for a position
should be most carefully written. It
;s not always a safe index of the
character of the applicant, but where
an employer has received many answers to his advertisement he is apt
to select the applicant whose letter is
well written, correctly spelled, properly punctuated and in which the
qualifications and references of the
writerare briefly, clearly and modestly
stated. Aunt Bride was fold once
about a young teacher who had been
half promised a very desirable position in a private school. She was
told to send a written application,
which she did, tieginning it after this
fashion: "Am desirous of obtain,
ing a position." The old principal
A woman
shook his head and said.
who will omit the I ' in such a case is
either ignorant or careless and I can
not afford to have a teacher who is
one or the other in my school.''
Another girl, in applying for a position as private secretary, transposed
the initials of her employer's name.
It seemed a very little tiling, of
course, and the girl thought the employer must be a crank " to reject
her application for such a trifle, but
in some cases a change of initials
might send an important letter to the
wrong person. His argument was
that a girl who was careless about
one little thing would lie careless
about another, and little things are
important in the business world.
Brevity is desirable in business letters, but it should not degenerateinto
curtness. Courtesy is never out of
place, but in business letters nothing
outside the business in hand should
lie introduced. It is not necessary
when applying for a position as typewriter or teacher to say that your ambition is to start a school or a business of your own, but that a desire to
know the whole business impels you to
liegin at the foot of the ladder or that
your family is in reduced circumstances or anything else of a purely
personal character. What an employer wishes to know is whether you
can do the work, what training you
have had to fit you for it. what experience you have had and your references.
The closing phrase ami the signature are matters which deserve conOccasionally a girl,
sideration.
under the impression that it is verybusiness-like, will commit one of the
most unpardonable mistakes by signing herself, " Yours, etc.," or what
is almost as bad. " Yours hastily."
No matter how busy onejs. one can |

"

'

"
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make time for Yours respectfully, '
or Yours truly." In friendly letters,
Yours cordYours sincerely,"
Yours faithfully," "Yours
ially,"
affectionately," are permissible according to the degree of intimacy existing between the correspondents.
The signature of a letter is very
important. If it does not betray the
character of the writer at least it's a
fair test of her good breeding. A
\u25a0well-bred girl never signs herself.
Miss Murray." She writes "Virginia C. Murray." and if her letter is
to a stranger, she prefixes her title of
address in brackets, after this fashion, [Miss] Virginia C. Murray.''
A married lady never signs herself
Virginia C.
'\u25a0 Mrs. Daniel Hunt."
Hunt " is the correct way. If she
wishes to let her correspondent knowhow to address her she adds below
her signature, Address. Mrs. Daniel Hunt."
Pet names and diminutives in one's
signature are permissible only between relatives and extremely intimate friends. If a girl has been
called "Dolly" at home and at
school it will sound very odd. of
course, to sign herself " Virginia."
but unless she wants strangers to
think her very silly she will accustom
herself to the stronger and more dignified name. Pet names arc very
pleasant among one's friends, but
they should be restricted to home use.
'?
A girl should always lie Dolly " at
home, but never anything but Virginia to the outside world. It is well
to sign one's full name to all one's
letters, as in case they go astray in
the mails they will be more likely to
be returned to "Virginia ('. Murray
than to " Dolly."
Of late years it has become the custom with many women, particularly
self-supporting women, to use only
the initials of their Christian names,
for instance, " Y. C. Murray." It
is not a nice custom. It has nothing
to recommend it.and it leads to all
sorts of complications. Aunt Bride
knows of a singing class movement of
which it is utterly impossible to get
any accurate statistics because so
many of the women have given only
their initials.
When a woman reaches the dignity
of a bank account she ought to have
attainetl an appreciation of the value
It
of sticking to one signature.
however,
not
happens
unfrequently.
that bank clerks are driven to distraction by bright, intelligent women
who sifrn themselves
Minnie E"
one day, " Mary E" the next. " M.
Eleanor" the third, and cap the climax with " M. K." If you open
a bank account, whether it's with a
savings bank or a check bank, you'll
save yourself and the bank a great
deal of annoyance by signingyour full
name at first and remembering to
sign it iv just the same way ever
??

"

"

"

"

"

"

??

"

afterward.
Putting one's address in the proper
place is another matter for consideration. One should never begin a busLneas communication. " Cambridge,
Tuesday afternoon." and mention
one's house address in the middle of
the letter. A great manj mistakes
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may be avoided by beading the letter
'? 09 Main street. Cambridge, Mass.,
April 2.i. 1896." Tf one has many
letters to write it saves trouble to
have one's address plainly printed at
the top of one's letter paper.
Just as a last word, Aunt Bride
wishes to impress upon her girls that
brevity, clearness, simplicity and
carefulness as to form and spelling
and handwriting are the essentials of
good business letters. Other things
are needed for the other sorts of letters, but they must waituntil another
time for consideration.

THE

WORD

"WIFE."

What do you think the beautiful
word "'wife" comes from? The
great value of the Saxon words are
that they mean something. Wife
means weaver." You must either
be housewives or housemoths, remember that. In the deep sense, you
must either weave men's fortunesand
embroider them, or feed upon and
bring them to decay. Wherever a
true wife conies, home is always
around her. The stars may be over
her head, the glow-worm in the night's
cold grass may be the fire at her feet
but home is where she is, and, for a
noble woman, it stretches far around
her, better than houses ceiled with
cedar, shedding its quiet life for those
who else are homeless. This, I believe, is woman's true place and
power.? lit skin.

"

uW Liniment

Theirreat vital nnd muscle nervine. Its electric
energy everlastingly eradicates inflammation.
It cures all it is recommended to cure. I
had a case of cholera last week,of a little girl
who was not expected to live when I was
called, but by Giving her a few doses of your
Anodyne Liniment she was entirely cured.
S. B. tMI'HRV. M. P.. Cordova, Minn.
direction! on every bottle.
The Doctor's signature and everywhere.
Price, 35 cents.
Ill'st'd Pamphlet tret.S. Sold
Six bottles, J2.1H1. I
JOHNSON & CO.. Bolton, Mass.

P"Best
arsons' Pills
Liver Pill Made."

nnd stick headache,
Pnsltlvelvenre nil lotisnessTlievex|
el all impurities
liveranilbowel complaints. women .find
relief from
from the blond. Delicate
using them. Price2ftcft«.: flv«$l.08. Pamphletfree.
fcjt., Boston.
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Must Be Closed Out

Handsome Bookcases
Elegant Parlor Desk
: Artistic Parlor Suits.

CLEVER DEFINITIONS.
The following fn-de-siecle definitions appear iv an article quoted in
Current Literature:
Ambiguity A quality deemed es.
sentially necessary to the clear undertaking of diplomatic writings, acts
of congress, and law proceedings.
A suffusion
least
Blushing
seen in those who have the most occasion for it.
Brief The excuse of counsel for
an impertinencethat isoften inexcusaSolid Oak CHAMBER SETS, $18.00
ble.
12.50
Cigarette A roll of tobacco, with Fine Broad COUCHES,
at
at
end
of
and
a
fool
the
it,
fire
one
Elegant PARLOR SUITS, in
other.
55 00
fine Silk Brocatelle,
Eye-glass A toy which enables
a coxcomb to see others, and others Solid Oak CHIFFONIERES, 6.00
to see that he is a coxcomb.
Latest Styles of Quartered
loves
he
though
Miser? One who.
Oak SIDEBOARDS.
18.00
himself betterthan all the world, uses
Fine Oak DINING TABLES,Bft. 6.50
himself worse for he lives like a
pauper, in order thai he may enrich Good Oak DINING CHAIRS, .90
his heirs, whom he naturally hates.
All-Wool CARPETS, per yard, .50
Mouth? A useless instrument to
some people, in its capacity, by the
organs of speech, of rendering ideas
audible: but of special service to
them in its other capacity of rendering victuals invisible.
House Furnishers,
Plagiarists Purloiners, who filch
the fruit that others have gathered, 16 TO 20 CORXHILL,
and then throw away Hie basket.
Two doors from Washington St.,
BOSTON.
that
work
A
overlooks
Review
the productions it professes to look
SCHOOL OF -AKT, UTKBATUHK. 'JRAT'.RV
SummerTerm.Pljrmouth.llMj.
over, and judges of books by their FXPRfssins
tArntaalUn. j?|yg. Catalogue free; ulso.-pe
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IN ALASKA.
kindness

of

his

brother. Rev. C. J. Judge, S.S., of
St.Charles' College. Ellicotl City.Md.,
we are enabled to lay before our
readers the following very interesting
letter, written by Rev. W. H. Judge,
5..1.. on February 'J. from Forty Mile
Mining Camp, on the Upper Yukon,
and giving the latest news from that
Father
distant missionary field.
Judge writes as follows
I hope this will prove a pleasant
surprise coining, as it will, at a time
when you are not looking for letters
from these parts. About this time
every year some parties go from here
to the States by way of Juneau, having six hundred miles to make with
sleigh and dogs. I do not know what
kind of weather you are enjoying this
evening, but 1 would not be surprised if we were 100 degrees
colder than it is with you. As I
am writing it is 64 degrees below
zero, and last month it was 70 degrees below for ten days on a stretch.
You see. however, that my ink is
not frozen, and, in fact, my logcabin is (piite comfortable. We are
in the midst of winter, but the short,
dark days are passed, and we begin
to feel the joy of spring, for it does
one good to see the sun after it has
been out of sight for a month, as it
happens here during the shortest
days. At such times we have
scarcely four hours of light, but now
we have ten hours of daylight with
six of sunshine. The days lengthen
very rapidly, and by the end of
.March we -.hall not need lamps any
more. I am with the whites this
year, for this is a mining camp;
everybody looking for gold, some
finding it and some getting nothing,
a few beeoiniiiii rich but moel only
making a living, and all working
very, very hard. You would be astonished to see the amount of hard
work that men do here in the hope of
finding gold. They burn holes like
wells through the ice and the frozen
ffround; sonic of them as much as
thirty feet deep. To sink these holes
they have to cut large quantities of
wood, make a big lire every evening,
ami next morning clean out all that
is thawed. You can imagine what
work they have and yet very often,
after sinking these holes, they lind
nothing. O! if men would only work
with a little of that wonderful energy
heaven, how many
for the kingdom of

:

?

??

All my flock are not here at the
p.,.,. but are scattered on the differof a huned creeks within a range
have
as much
dred miles: so that I
I
was
with
traveling as I had when
\u25a0?
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trine to those who had never heard a
truestatementofour faith. I expected
to be on the road most of March and
April visiting the other creeks where
the men are working.
" On January lii I came near being
frozen to death, but escaped with one
foot frozen, ami that I saved by
rubbing the frost out with snow before
putting it to the fire. I was traveling
on that day and got my feet wet. It
was more than II) degrees below
zero, and I had about three miles to
go to an empty cabin. It was dark
when I got there and with difficulty
I succeeded in starting a fire. If my
hands had been too cold to start a
fire. I would have been in danger,
but by Ood's blessing all turned out
well.
When at home, anil generally even
when traveling. I am very comfortable. Still, we have no Pullman cars,
and when the snow blows over the
trail, it is a little like hard work to go
with sleigh and dogs. Here, at Forty
Miles. I have two log-cabins under
one roof, one for Our Lord and the
other for his poor servant. I am till
alone, but it is a happy solitude, for
my room opens into the chapel where
I keep the Blessed Sacrament, and
I can enjoy His company as often as
I wish; so, though all alone, I am
never alone. I made tin altar nearly
the same as the one at the Sacred
Heart mission, and a good lady
gave me a nice carpet for the
sanctuary, which makes the chapel
look passing well for these parts. I
am well and happy, as I ought to be,
seeing how gootl God has been to me
in calling me to his sweet service.
God bless you ! "
??

THE POPE FOR PEACE.
The brief message which the Holy
Father sent the London Chronicle
through Cardinal Rampolla recently
on the subject of a permanent tribunal for the adjudication of international disputes confirms the opinion
which the Rf.view expressed on the
subject of international arbitration
some weeks since. We stated then
that there was no reason for limiting
this proposed method of settling international differences without resort
to war to English-speaking nations,
as some people have advocated ; and
we claimed that the policy should be
broadened to embrace all the nations
of the earth. II was only to be expected, of course, that when the Sovereign Pontiff spoke on the subject, he
would, as the Vicar of Him who died
for all mankind, include in his paternal good wishes the whole world,
which he does in this letter by voicing his desire to co-operate " with
every effort toward the maintenance
of concord and union of hearts among
the nations," and by expressing his
earnest wish and hope that such
praiseworthy efforts will be crowned
with success.

the Indians. I was away from January 8 to February I visiting the
miners along Forty Mile (reek. I had
gome hard work and was delayed by
,|,p severe cold, but I was pleased
The REVIEW, the leading Catholic
re?ith the result of my visit. All
paper of New England, and the "Catholic
,.,.,i
ivt me well. Protestants as well World," the best of the Catholic monthlies,
and I often had an op- can be secured tor a year by any one who
M Catholics,

portunity of explaining Catholic

do,-

sends $4 to this office.
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served a Maid

more beautiful
than tomrue
otild tell or heart conceive. Of human

race,
All heavenly as that Virgin was, she
sprung;
But for her beauty and celestial trraee.
Being one la whose pure elements'no trace
Had e'er Inherited of sin or mortal
stain,
The highest heaven was now her dwelling-

place,
There as a Queen divine she held her
reign,
And there In entile? joy forever would

remain.
?

Herfeet upon the crescent moon were set.
And, moving in their order round her
head,
The stars compose lier sparkling coronet.
There .it her breast the Virgin Mother
fed
A Babe divine, who wa> to judge the dead;
Such power the Spirit gave this awful
Child:
Severe he was. and in his anger dread,
Yet always at his Mother's will grew
mild.
Bo well did lie i>! iev thai Maiden unileliled."

he was. Southev
wrote this with a Catholic pen. casting no doubt upon the immaculate
purity of the Virgin Mother, and evidently writing of it as an idea most
familiar to him.

Protestant

of lii> detractors our admiration of
the man is intensifiedby contempt for
his critics. Nothing exists in vain
even the A. I'. A. hath its uses.
With such a background, l'ere Marquette stands forth transfigured
illumined by the light of God. He
inherited an ample fortune in sunny
France, and could have lived a life of
luxury. Instead of doing so, he was
sent, at his o\* 11 request, a missionary
to Canada when thai country was inhabited chiefly by savage beasts and
still more savage men. He went, not
to accept a high-priced pastorate and
syndicate his sermons, but to live
among bears and wolves, to sleep in
huts and eat boiled dog ?to till the
place of priests who hadbeentortured
to death by savage tribes. Armed
only with the crucifix, he penetrated
2,000 miles farther into the unknown
foresl than while man had gone before. His discoveries were but inhis sole
cidents of Ins journey
was
minion
the salvation of souls,
zeal
his
the glory of God. Everywon his way by the
Marquette
where
magic power of love. Everywhere he
was welcomed with rejoicing and
parted from with regret.
?

This is Our Lady's month, aud for
her loving children there is always a
thrill of hearlsome delight when they
encounter unexpectedly a tribute to
her. or a statement unintentionally
strengthening her claims against the
attacks of those who are her enemies
because they tire the. enemies of the
Church. In LBl4, Robert Southev. the
poet-laureate of England, wrote A
Tide of Paraguay," and the fiftieth
stanza of canto 11. bears testimony
to the received belief in thelmuiaeulate
Conception of Our Lady, although it
was many years before the proclamation of the dogma. The Indian
woman, Monnema, recalling the
stoi'ies she had heard in her youth,
describes certain men who had come
to the Indians' land, sent by theGreat
Spirit to do " the Father's work.''
She says of them :
"They

bigotry and spleen rescued his name
from oblivion and made it immortal.
His greatness is unduly enhanced by
comparison with the pitiful littleness

?

?

?
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am really glad thai the A. P. A> ACADEMY OF THf. AISUMPTIOS, Welleefey
HUl>, Mast. This Academy, situated in the
made thai foolish roar"anenl plac?üburbs of Boston, U only a few mile* from the
ing ;i statne of Father Marquette
city. It it on the line of the Boston and Albany
among those of men whose greatness
Railroad. The location is one of the most healthful
and picturesque in New England. The grounds
is America's glory, >:ivs Editor Brann
are extensive, affording ample advantage for
in his paper, the Iconoclast. It served
out-door exercise. The curriculum of studies is
thorough and comprehensive, embracing all the
to recall to tho memory of mankind a
branches necessary for a refined education. For
particulars as to terms for boarders or day pupils
character thai was well-nigh forgotten
apply to Sister SupeHer
to remind na hon mnch the new
world is indebted to the dauntless
Cures Corns, Warts,
courage and self-sacrificing devotion llMklsM Bunions, etc. So easy
of the Jesuit Fathers and Franciscan \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 to apply it sticks fast.
friars. Father Marquette is indeed Fs/|l \u25a0] I Ask for Dent's; take
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News and Notes.
Bishop Spalding of Peoria was

the preacher on Faster Sunday in the
church of San Silvestro in Capite,
»

\u25a0

?

Rev. Fathek Cbonin of the Union
and Times is preparing a memorial
volume of the late Bishop Ryan of
Buffalo.
Very Key. Father Laurent, pastor of the church of the Purification,

Lindsay, Out., and vicar-general of
the diocese of Peterborough, has been
created a domestic prelate by the
Pope.
The bazaar for the benefit of the
industrial school of the Working Boys'
Home opened very auspiciously at
Mechanics Hall last Monday evening.
Addresses were made by Father Ford,
Mayor Quincy, Collector O'Neil and
others.

HEART

A msHOP consecrated in midAfrica is rather a strange event. Yet
it has recently occurred. In Rubaga,
King Mwanga's capital. Bishop Hanlon, himself not yet twelve months
a bishop, had the privilege of consecrating the Bight Rev. Monsignor
Gruillermain as bishop of Tabarca
and vicar apostolic of northern XvBy special indult. in the aban/.a.
sence of two assistant bishops, two
of the White Fathers, Peres Varangot
and Grange, acted as assistants. The
British commissioner and consul general, Mr. Berkeley, Mr. Jackson, viceconsul, and Mr. Wilson, commandant
of the fort at Kampala, attended the
ceremony in uniform. Outside the
church an immense crowd covered
the whole Bultaga hill, but the most
perfect order was manifested, thanks
to the intelligent arrangements of the
Catholic katikkiro, or minister. All
the great Catholic chiefs, fifty in
number, were present at the function.

REVIfW

Cardinal Satolli paid a farewell
visit to Georgetown University,last
week.

feed

sfomatoae

for the pale, thin
and addressed the flock for the first is a perfect Food and Tonic
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lates of the province, a large number stores the appetite and increases
Somatose isfor sale by all druggists
in j-oz.. 4
of priests, and many civic dignitaries
1 . % and l-lb. tins.
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were present.

his way to St.. Louis, to attend
the investiture of Archbishop Kain
with the pallium tomorrow, Cardinal
Gibbons visited the mother-house of
the Sisters of Providence in this
country, St. Mary's-of-the-Woods,
near Terre Haute, Ind., on the Nth,
in company with Bishop Chatard.
( )n

?

?

?

to

some people, but proper nourishment
for the invalid, convalescent and dyspeptic is hard to obtain.

Bishop O'Gokman was formally installed, with imposing ceremonies, in
the see of Sioux Falls, last Sunday,

A Catholic congress was held at
Lima, Peru, last month, its chief object being to rally all the Catholic
forces for the defence of the rights
?
and liberties of the Church whenever
work
is
done
these are menaced by the secret solaundry
First-class
An impressive service took place
School,
at
St.
Industrial
cieties
that exercise so large an inAgnes'
last Sunday evening at the Mission
Dorchester.
No
street,
fluence,
Humphreys
unfortunately, in State affairs.
Church, Roxbury, the occasion being
ever
used.
Persons
chemicals
are
the replacing in position of the
Archbishop Corrhjan announces
treasured picture of Our Lady of going to the country for the summer
interest
to
send
will
find
it
for
their
that the splendid new seminary at
Perpetual Help. Solemn Vespers were
institution,
to
this
laundry
Dunwoodie will be blessed on the
sung, and an appropriate sermon was their
delivered by Rev. J. J. Frawley, where poor young girls are cared for feast of the Assumption of the
and taught industrial avocations. Blessed Virgin, August 15, and that
C. SS. R., the rector.
Lace curtains and window shades the first spiritual retreat will begin
Rev. M. J. Masterson, pastor of done up in the best manner. Laun- there on August 17. The seminarians
St. John's Church, Peabody. one of dry called for and delivered at will take possession of their new
the Review's incorporators, will wharves and depots without extra home in the early part of September.
m
celebrate his silver sacerdotal jubilee charge. Satisfactory references furAsked by a reporter of some SisJune 3. Rev. Thomas H. Wallace, nished if desired.
a*
rector of St. Joseph's Church, Lewisters of Charity who had gone to a
letter
the
Rosary, the edi- leper colony in Louisiana were not
In a
to
ton, Me., another member of the Retor of the Antigonish Casket says heroines, Archbishop .lanssens of
view Publishing Co., will also celebrate his silver jubilee next month. that it can be put down as certain New Orleans replied :
that the story which an Atlantic
"From your standpoint, yes; but
is worth pages of as- Monthly writer told, in the April issue not from the standpoint of the Sister
One
fact
''
sertion," said Father Mullaney of of that magazine, to the discredit of of Charity. The great act of heroSyracuse, N. V., in the lecture he the Catholic Higlanders in Canada, ism for her is when she makes her
delivered at the closing session of the had no foundation and was a calumny vows. What follows afterwards is
Winter School; and then he nar- upon those people. The Rf.view had merely the natural consequence of
rated the following fact: Last June previously pronounced the same opin- those vows of obedience and selfsacrilicc. These Sisters who are goCongressman Warner of Xew York ion of the matter.
?
men
examined
young
thirty-five
ing to the leper settlement would dishad
A
will
soon
be
chapel
mission
cadetship.
a
West
The
for
Point
claim the title of heroine; they are
on
Woodward
Park
in
erected
the
of
the
cathedral
school
of
pupils
working for the love of God. They
this
for
the
district,
city,
Dorchester
ranked
as
follows
in
the
New York
see no heroism in the self-sacrifice
competition: 1, \u25a0>, '\u25a0'>, \u25a0'>, 6, 7. In accommodation of the Catholics living and devotion which they have made
this competition there were young men in that vicinity, by Rev. Peter Ronan, the rule of their lives."
\u2666
from grammar schools, from private pastor of St. Peter's Church, Meetprince
orators here, in
among
ing-House
from
the
Hill.
A
city
college.
schools and
*
the pulpit or on the platform, is Father
The latest Roman advices state Stafford, a young Roman Catholic
This editorial paragraph appeared
that
a consistory will be held in June,
in last week's Catholic American :
priest, says the Washington corresthat,'in
and
all probability, Cardinal pondent of theCongregationalist. He is
The Sacked Heart Review says,
Satolli will he recalled from this a man of fine voice and presence, of
"One result of purely secular educaand his successor appointed
tion in Fiance, as shown by sonic country
broad culture and of lofty spirit. His
before the end of May.
recently published official figures, is
Sunday night sermons upon the divinity
«
of Christ have been listened to by an
an alarming increase of juvenile
Tiik Forty Hours are announced
criminals." Portland can furnish for next week at St. George's Church, audience that taxed the capacity of
St. Patrick's Church. He is one of
ample evidence of the truth of this Saxonville,
the Annunciation, DanWith a large reform
two assistant priests, and since his
statement.
vers, St. Francis', Walpole, St.
ministrations every sitting has been
tilled
with
gates
close
at
its
school
Mary's, Franklin, and St. Mary's, rented ; it is impossible to
hear him
nearly 2<>i» boys of various ages, it is Melrose.
unless one is fortunate enough to get
m
not a difficult task to discern the
cause of juvenile criminality. A
Rf.v. A. F. Roche, for the past a card from a pew-holder. He often
of
the
resixteen years assistant at St. John's preaches an hour and a half. As a
copy of the annual report
m
recently
placed
Church, Quincy, has been appointed lecturer he mingles the simple imform school was
passioned style of the preacher with
us
that pastor of St. Paul's, Hingham.
our hands, and it occurred to
m
the dramatic power of the born actor.
an appropriate title for the work in
spoke in the Congregational
He
Archbishop Fabbe of Montreal
question would be " Results of Secular Education in the State of celebrated the 23d anniversary of his church at the mass-meeting in the
Maine."
consecration last Friday week. MayJ interest of the Armenians, and on
*__
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severalother occasions has quitetaken
his audience by storm with his
patriotic eloquence. He is a native
of this city. The story is told that
when, a few years ago, he preached
here for the first time, his mother said
to her friends,
Pray, O pray for
Dennis, that he may succeed." Seeing the profound impression that he
made she was heard to say after the
services, Pray, O pray for Dennis,
that he won't get proud."

"

"

Y. L. C. A.
The monthly meeting of the Boston

Branch will be held tomorrow afternoon sit 17 Worcester street. A
lecture will be given under the
Association's auspices at Boston College hall, by Henry Austin Adams on
the evening of the 31st. The subject
will be "America's Debt to the
Catholic Church." The Atlantic
Branch is preparing for a concert.
The Lawrence Branch recently held
its first anniversary and will give a
garden party in July- The West
Broadway Branch's concert at the
Home attracted a large number of
visitors, who expressed themselves
highly pleased with the institution.

A WHIST party in aid of the Home
held iv Catholic Union Hall,
April 29, under the auspices of the
Mission Branch. It was a decided
success, both socially and financially.
A very enjoyable concert preceded
the card-playing and refreshments
were served at the close of the party.
was
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THE SACRED HEART
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY NEWS.
From Our special Correspondent.]

The first of a series of public lectures on " The Origins and Monuments of Early Christian Art " was
delivered during the week by Rev.
Thomas .). Shahan, D. D. His theme,
" Primitive Christianity and the Fine
Arts," attracted a large audience from
the city and an abstract of his treatment is herewith presented.
The Graeco-Roman world was ardently attached to the fine arts.
This was indicated as much in the
ornamentation of their atria and
dwellings as in the countless objects
of daily use and luxury that bore its
impress: in fact, there was no
external relation of life that had not
in symbolism its exponent. The religion of Christ was born into the
world, and the arts, so long and so
successfully practiced. witnessed
their decadence. This has caused
non-Catholic writers to attribute to
primitive Christianity a hatred of the
tine arts, and the claim
though
false in the main has some justification. The apostles were sent to
preach the Gospel to the world, and
their important mission precluded
their, busying themselves about many
things, and in these last the aits were
They held themselves
included.
merely passive, so long as no opposition came from an artistic quarter.
However, most of the early Christians
were Jews, ami to them certain forms
of art were objectionable, especially
the human figure, because of the fear
of idolatry that influenced the Mosaic
legislation. Xot all forms shared the
same fate, as the biblical description
of the temple with its golden-tongue 1
censors and brazen candlesticks show,
and Pliny and Strabo in their accounts
of the great white-walled and goldendomed temple on Mount Moriah corroborate the Bible narrative. Their
legal and national hatred for living
sculptured objects as much as the
sacred reverence for the holy place,
brought them all to arms when Caligula obstinately persisted in placing
his statue in the inner court of the
temple. But the Gentiles soon outnumbered the converts from Judaism,
and the Graeco-Roman world especially Asia Minor, where all art
objects of antiquity came from
brought with it into the Church its
love for the arts. Read again the
speech of St. Paul before the Areopagus ami note the shrewdness with
which he quotes the Grecian poet-,
thus showing his love and reverence
for the art of the past while attacking
the idolatrous present.
The Christian Church recognized
the good and noble elements ami
reprobated the bad. Christ's usual
form of teaching in parables was full
of imagery, and. coupled with the
" discipline of the secret," naturally
led to \u25a0ymbolism. The allegorical
method of Scripture interpretation began earlier than the fourth century
the Alexandrian' school, and
;l inl
symbolism was soon constituted the
basis of all Christian art. The adverse legislation of the council of

and the destruction of the Serapeum
by the AlexandrianChristians are far
from demonstrating a
solid hatred
of the fine arts by the early Christians." because these various acts
were aimed not at refined ami ennobling art, but at disturbers of public
morality. The adverse quotation
from St. Ignatius more probably
refers to the arts of deception than to
the line arts, and the opposition of
Tertnllian was developed by his
Montanistic tenets which led him to
eventually condemnrepresentations of
the Good Shepherd. The condemnations of SS. John and Chrysostom
and Cyril of Alexandria were launched
against the luxury and unnecessary
expenditure in the purchase of works
of art and were based on economical
and social necessity. St. Jerome's
writings contain many condemnatory
passages, but his views, like the man,
were extreme, and his patron, Pope
St. Damasus, introduced the use of
mosaics in Christian churches and
his reign is rightfully "regarded as the
beginning of the splendid history of
the Roman popes and their encouragement and patronage of the fine arts.
The craft of the mosaicist was no
new one. but religion infused new life
into it and elevated it in a literal as
well as a moral sense. It was lifted
from the floor to wall and arch.
Early Christian art was pre-eminently symbolical, anil was intended,
not for the delight of the eve. but for
the conveyance of ideas. Perpetual
meditation and endless reflection on
the great mysteries and the world to
come, coupled with the secrecy that
persecution
rendered necessary,
found in symbolism its only exponent. The period continues up to the
reign of Pope St. Gregory the Great
or the commencement of the seventh
century. Among the many symbolic
representations that early Christian
art brings forward the lish is the
most common. The letters of the
Greek word were the Initials of the
phrase, "Jesus Christ, Son of God,
Saviour," and in consequence Hie
word and its pictured representation
were used as a sign and password
among the early Christians.
The

"

nally virtuous, happy and peaceful
ones. Visitors who stay among them
The individuals who claim that no any length of time are charmed with
State is deserving the name of being the simplicity, purity and nobility of
a free commonwealth which recog- their character and ways, and come
nizes a union of State and Church
down from the mountains with regret.
CHURCH

AND STATE.

?

and such persons are not by any Has not Catholic Mexico acted more
means rare hereabouts?would do wisely and with greater Christianity
well to read the article, Two South in leaving these Indians to their own
African Constitutions," contributed modes of life
taking care to into the Forum by Hon.
James struct them duly in religious matters
Bryce, M. P. The constitutions ?than if she pursued toward them a
which Mr. Bryce considers are policy which, in this country, has rethose of the Orange Free State and sulted in practically annihilating the
the Transvaal Territory. In the con- aboriginal races ': Mr. Guernsey evistitution of the former commonwealth dently believes she has, for he says
he finds a clause declaring that the " If any missionary of civilization
Volksraad " shall promote anil sup- wants to disturb these primitive peoport the Dutch Reformed church." ple, let him beware. He will be tamThat of the Transvaal declares that pering with an ideal condition. He
the Dutch Reformed church shall be has nothing better to offer."
the church of the state, that no persons shall be elected to the Volksraad
who are not members of that church,
that no ecclesiastical authority shall
be recognized save that of the conL(? T*lsQ Hsh ssslsValsssskl I
Dfei] IsJ lafcKj
sistories of that church, and that no
Roman Catholic churches, nor any
Protestant churches save those that
teach the doctrine of the Heidleberg
catechism, shall be permitted within
the republic." A foot-note informs
us that these proscriptive provisions
have been so far either repealed or
allowed to fall into disuse, that the
present law is simply that members
of the Volksraad must belong to a
Protestant sect ?Catholics being still
barred ; and the following commentary of Mr. Bryce on the Transvaal
constitution is commended to the consideration of those persons who have
recently been engaged in eulogizing
that State so highly. Although this
constitution, writes Mr. Bryce, "was
enacted by and for a pure democracy,
it is based on inequality inequality of whites and blacks, inequality
of religious creeds. Not only is the
Dutch Reformed church declared to 24 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.
34 Union Square, E, New York, N T.
be established and endowed by the
State, but Roman Catholic churches
FITCHBURG
are forbidden to exist, ammo Roman
Catholic nor Jew nor Protestant of
any other than the Dutch Reformed
church is eligible to the presidency,
or to membership of the legislature
or executive council. Some of these
restrictions have now been removed.
But the door is barred as firmly as
ever against persons of color. No
THK SHORT LINK TO
one whose father or mother belonged
to any native race, up to and includ- Chicago,
St. Louis,
ing the fourth generation, can obtain
Cincinnati,
peacock representing immortality, any civic rights or hold land."
And all pointa
the phoenix, with a nimbus about its
WEST.
head, a symbol of the Resurrection,
THE MEXICAN INDIANS.
olive,
representative of the peace
the
Lake Champlain
towards which the Church tended,
It has been the custom for so long
the ship signifying the Church of a time for prejudiced writers to assert Montreal,
Ottawa,
Christ on the ocean of life, with the that Catholic Mexico has shown herOuebec,
lighthouse representing Jesus Christ self criminally negligent in her treatAND
;md the port
in the distance ment of the aboriginal people of that
All Canadian points.
the heavenly Jerusalem, are also land ami their descendants, that the
pagan
The
cycle
prevails
idea
with many Americans
very common.
Room Cars on
(Hermes Creotos) probably sug- that the lot of the Mexican Indian is Palace Sleeping or Drawing
through
sad
all
trains.
Shepidea
of
the
Good
a
ami
one.
deplorable
It never
gested the
For time tables, space in sleeping cars, or
herd, as we find it exemplified appears to strike the individuals
information of any kind, call on any Ticket
as the first Christian sculpture, and who are given to condemning Mexico, Agent of the company, or aUtlress
J. E. WATSON,
the earliest object preserved in the all unjustifiably, in this matter, that
Gen'l Pass. Agent,
a
her
of
the
Indians
Sabine
treatment
must
Knston. Mft;
represents
Vatican museum
shepherd, thus showing that the necessarily have been more humane
artist took his details from life about than that which this country gave its
him. To the "Orante" or praying ied men, inasmuch as the Indians
figure the pagan cycle presents no constitute still the larger part of
analogous type, and its early date of Mexico's population, whereas the dePRAYER BOOKS,
production shows that absolute scendantsof our aboriginal population
PEARL AND SILVER ROSARIES,
equality of Christian principles led to are but a very small fraction, that is
BOOKS OF DEVOTION,
the equal representation of man and rapidly growing smaller still, of this
60LD AND SILVER MEDALS,
Mr.
Frederick R.
woman. There were many other ob- country's people.
jects of symbolism comprised within Guernsey, who represents the Boston FRAMED PICTURES.
the cycle of the early Christian arts, Herald in the neighboring republic,
CATHOLIC CHURCH SUPPLIES.
but all were under the supervision had a letter in one of its recent issues
Agency for ill the Steamship Lines.
of ecclesiastical authority, till were dealing with the manner of life led
TICKETS
TO IRELAND AND RETURN
BUggeßtod and perfected by theologi- by the Mexican Indians in the Sierras
that,
while
cal ideals, and the symbolism of the of Oaxaca. He declared
AT LOWEST RATES.
catacombs, the long-lived teacher of these Indians had not, and wished Drafts for£l and upwards.
early Christian faith and hope, is as not to have, any of those \u25a0? benefits
much the domain of the Catholic of civilization " on which other people FLYNN & MAHONY
pride themselves, their lives are sigof
Constantine
Church as her dogma.
regulations
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JESSICA.
from last week. I

no houses more favored with your
presence than ours? "
Very few. My pursuits do not
leave much time for going about."
What are your pursuits? do tell
me. It is so different from what one
hears of other young men. Most of
them ridicule anything that savors of
exertion."
" Fixcept in the form of pleasure,"
replied Arthur.
I do not call pleasure an expense
of energy but perhaps your work is
in the line of pleasure."
For myself, yes. I do not believe that I have found more true enjoyment in anything than in writing."
You arc literary? I might have
supposed as much; but you are so
reticent. I do believe that not a
person knows of your pursuit."
None but my uncle and you."
I am so delighted that you have
told me. Do you know. I am myself
[nclined to literary work at times. I
have often, when the fever was on
me. thought that I could write (),
volumes and volumes ! "
You have never made the attempt ? " said Arthur, smiling to himself at the thought of this gay young
lady becoming an authoress.
??No: but we have lately heard
what would be materialfor a first-class
novel. I refer to the transformation
of Jessica Howard into Madeline
Parkes. the sister of her own betrothed husband. You figured in the
solution of the mystery, did you not?
What a grand thing it was that poor
??

CHAPTER XX.
KDITII's M'l'K \l..
As sure as I live. Arthur Pereival !" exclaimed Fdith Jennings,
looking at the card which her maid
??

had just presented.
"Of all the persons in the world
he is the very one I wished to see. this
evening. I must make myself up
most captivatiugly. Let me see
what costume did I wear at Miss
Howard's debut?"
I think it was the pale blue silk."
said the maid.
So it was. Now run down and
ask Miss Duchesne to entertain Mr.
Percival for a few moments. Return
immediately, for I will require you."
Yes, miss."
Three days had elapsed since Washington society was convulsed by the
announcement that the Parkes-Howard
marriage was broken off.
Arthur, having remained home of
late, had heard nothing of the comment that was whispered abroad.
Madeline's conduct on the weddingeve had pained him.
He had not
at the time expected profuse expressions of gratitude for the service he
had rendered, but her seeming indifference, amounting almost to rudeness, annoyed him.
Avoiding the Howard mansion, yet
anxious to learn how the altered condition of affairs had affected Madeline, he turned his steps this evening
to Edith Jennings' home, confident
that he would obtain the fullest report
from her.
On her own part, Edith, believing
he called with no other object than to
seek her love, blinded as she was with
her passion for him, was in high
spirits and hummed a sprightly song
as the maid dressed her.
Now touch up my complexion a
little," she said, using her hand-glass
to survey the effect.
You don't need much, miss; it's
a shame to spoil your own fine, soft
skin."
Attend to your business ! No
comments. A little rouge here, a
touch of the pencil on my eyebrows
yes, just a wee puff of powder there.
That will do. Have you the lilies
of-the-valley from the conservatory?"
Yes. miss."
Well. I believe I am ready to go
down. Hope he won't lie impatient
waiting," she thought, as she tripped
down the stairs and entered the
?

"

?\u25a0

"

\u25a0?

??

??

?

"

?\u25a0

drawing-room.
Arthur rose to greet her and bestowed upon her that look of approving admiration which no man can
withhold from a beautiful woman.
Edith saw it : and modestly lowered
her glance while her heart beat fast
with pleasure.
What a stranger you are. Mr.
Percival." she said, when her aunt
had excused herself and slipped from
the room.
"I do not make many calls." replied Arthur.
" Am I to believe that there are
??
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Madeline
??

escaped

so

narrowly."

It was most providential."

'?Madeline told me all about it:
but 1 can not understand the providential part. Did Providence send
you to Boston and then to New York
and back again to Washington?"
No," replied Arthur, smiling at
I went to
her apparent simplicity.
Boston on private business. The
wonderful part which we must attribute to the all-wise Providence of
God was my meeting the old nurse at
the church door.''
I suppose you are right. I never
try to comprehend these things: they
are so tiresome."
May I ask how the announcement has affectedj.Miss Parkes?" said
Arthur, desirous to come to the object of his call.
Certainly. I was over there the
morning of what was to have been the
wedding-day. You can not imagine
how shocked I was. I declare it took
my breath away and I refused to lielieve it for some time. Madeline received it coolly. She was slightly
pale from the excitement, no doubt,
but 1 believe she is happy."
She is reconciled to the altered
circumstances? "
Yes; I think she is. Of course
she would be more contented if her
brother looked upon the affair in the
proper light, but he refuses to believe
the story."
"I did not think that he would."
Why?"
"Pardon me if I decline to give
my reason."
"You men are so strange, so difficult to fathom."
\u25a0\u25a0

??

"
"
"

"
"

?\u25a0

REVIEW

Some of us may be j but 1 have
known men whose countenances were
the very mirrors of their souls."
I think I should dote on a man
of that description." replied Edith,
laughing: "for if he courted me 1
would know lo a certainty whether he
loved me or not."
Have you never had the pleasure
of meeting such a man?"
Alas. no. In fact, I believe that
most young' ladies are obliged to rely
upon the lover's honesty when he
vows eternal adoration."
Has Miss Parkes seen her brother
since that evening?" queried Arthur,
finding that the drift of the conversation was not to his liking.
No; at least not that 1 am aware
of.
Have you not called at the
house? "
'?No; it was to learn tidings of
Miss Parkes that I came here tonight."
You are to be congratulated upon
your honesty, at least, Mr. Percival,"
replied Edith, frigidly. " I thought
you had at last repented of having
remained away from me so long."
Arthur now saw that he had taken
a wrong step in calling upon Miss
Jennings. He caught her glance as
she uttered the last words and read in
it something that he had never
dreamed of.
I truly beg your pardon if my
candor has wounded you, Miss Jennings," he hastened to say. "Certainly I am delighted to have the
honor of calling upon you."
" And learning second-hand of
Madeline. Of course you are interested in her; all men are," said Edith,
plucking to pieces the spray of
flowers which she held in her hand.
" Since you ask me. I will answer
that I am." It was best, he thought,
that she should learn the truth, in
part, at least. But he did not know
Edith Jennings, if he did, he would
not have heaped coals of lire on her
head by words such as he uttered.
And yet." she continued, apparI do not
ently ignoring his reply,
see why men rave over Madeline.
She is beautiful, of course ; but then
we can all lie beautiful if we wish :
although," she added, archly, "it is
more difficult for a brunette to ? make
??

\u25a0?

\u25a0?

?'

\u25a0?

"

"

" Undoubtedly," replied Arthur,
indifferently.

?'
You appear skeptical. Perhaps
if I state a case which happened under my own notice, you will alter
your opinion of our sex."
1 am willing to do so if it is not
to your liking, Miss Jennings."
A friend of mine came to me for
advice yesterday. She was madly in
love with a gentleman whom she has
met several times, but he is, to all
appearances, steeled against the inlluences of the tendersentiment. She
toltl me that it was a case of love at
first sight, that he has become a part
of her existence, that she can not
live without him ; still he is blind to
her loving glances, deaf to her ardent sighs, and, what is worse, she
fears that he has bestowed his affections upon another."
'?Poor lady!" said Arthur, for
want of a better reply.
You pity her; and well you may.
If I should tell you of her sleepless
nights, her days of anxiety watching
and waiting for his coming, her
heartaches and loneliness, what
would you say 'i "
1 would answer that she is extremely unfortunate in having bestowed her affections where they are
not reciprocated ; that she is indeed
an object of compassion."
And that is all; ah, I was right
when I said you men do not appreciate our sentiment."
She has risen, and now stoodbefore
Arthur trembling with excitement.

"
"

\u25a0\u25a0

"
?'

[to

"

"

"Do you insinuate that Miss
Parkes resorts to any of those detestable artifices to embellish her complexion?" demanded Arthur.
I have not said that."
And I am certain that you will
not, being her most intimate friend."
Being her bosom friend, I know
Madeline as perhaps no one but myself knows her. She is is good and
amiable in her way, good-looking or
beautiful, if you wish, but her style is
not the best."
"We will not dispute that point,
Miss Jennings."
No, we must not quarrel," replied Edith, recollecting herself.
She could never win this man by
these methods. He was truly an
enigma ; still, she loved him, oh, so

"
??

??

"

passionately.

" When Madeline told me of her
love for Mr. Parkes," she continued,
I could not realize it. I knew that
he was dreadfully smitten with what
you call her beauty, but a woman's
feelings are something which no one
but herself can understand."

"
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THE SACRED HEART REVIEW.
LEO XIII. AND THE ANGLICANS. more'be"kindled. Assuredly the Papacy,'whiclns the centre of unity and
(FROM OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.)
before all [e\m an international institution,r can do nothing at" which conRome, April 20. 1896.
intellectual
from whatever side they come,
verts,
The
vitality and daunttake
may
umbrage. The revolutions
intrepidity
less
which Leo XIII. is
constantly exhibiting, present a com- of the nineteenth century have set
bination that comes but little short of the Holy See in an ideal sphere,
the marvelous. This characteristic whence it sends forth its beneficent
trait stands out in bold relief in his rays upon the whole world. Papal
attitude towards the church of Eng- Komejfinds'its old-time pacific
land. At the present moment this ence enhanced by the sweet, harmoPope, at the age of eighty-seven nious and irresistible genius of
years, presides over the deliberations Leo XIII. The Church of Home
of the commission which is just now has retained throughout the cendiscussing the validity of Anglican turies a likely sympathy for the Anorders. On this commission, I may glican church. She looks upon it
add, are found the ablest theologians still with the eyes and the sentiments
of England and Rome. From the of Bossuet. She admires, as she has
fusion of the two committees
the ever admired, its national genius,
Roman and the English
brought strong, yet simple, which, in its inabout by Cardinal Vaughan, the ternational policy, seems modeled on
light so long desired will surely come. ancient Home. It has the same
But not until the conclusion is in general plan, the same unbending
every way satisfactory to him will the will, the same perseverance, that
Pope aflix his seal to it, and probably won for the city on the Tiber the
in that form it will differ somewhat mastery of the world. For Rome,
from the solution reached by the com- both at the time of the first invasion
missioners.
and after the conquest of the NorSeldom does the eye of man light mans, impressed deeply upon the
upon a sight more beautiful than that Latinized Germans her own characof Leo XIII. as with splendid cour- ter. The Pontiff who now sits in the
age he unfurls, like a banner of light, chair of Peter is as deeply interested
those formulas of religious unity in England as were the Popes who
which appear to contain for Chris- sent to its shores St. Augustine and
tianity its one hope of a morrow. the monks who cleared her forests
He would fain realize that Christian and built her cathedrals and univerrepublic of which our fathers never sities. This historic tic remains a
ceased to dream. Xow, towards the mighty force.
evening of our century the century
Will Leo XIII. live to see this dawn
of doubt, positivism andkulturkampfs of unity brighten and broaden into
this undertaking on the part of a fuller day? I know not. The future
Leo XIII. is assuredly an extraordi- will reveal to us how much there is
nary phenomenon.
that is fruitful or illusory in the curIt was but natural that Leo XIII. rents of today. This much, however,
should begin his work in the Orient. is certain. Leo XIII., by his recent
Its creed scarcely differs from ours. appeal to the church of England, has
He continues it in England. It is offered to meet and satisfy a crying
true that the difficulties here are both wish to believe, and a deep-seated demore numerous and more profound sire for unity. Having achieved glory
yet the real knot in the case is the and renown, Leo XIII. has not reprimacy of the Holy See. Untie that, ceded from his position though conand you will have thrown down bar- fronted_with prejudices and manifold
riers which for ages stood impassa- resistance in various quarters. In
ble. Unlike Lutheranism or Calvin- good time these blessed seeds will
ism, the English schism was not a re- spring up and bear fruit. And though
volt against the Church, either in her his work should not succeed, he will
constitution, her discipline, or her have lighted up and consoled the decreed. As in the Orient, it meant jected, brought nearer together hearts
the beheading of the great ecclesiasti- that were far apart, restored to the
cal body, and war on Rome, war all teachings of the Gospel their poputhe more systematic and bitter that larity, to the Church her pristine
the roots of faith were not utterly dead. beauty, and to the most ancient and
No doubt, during these three centuries divine institution on earth her oldthe Anglican church has been marked time power and prestige.
and modified by time and schism. Yet
Bentivoglio.
through it all and despite it all she
has retained, whether in England, the
United States or Australia, the old
A noted .Jesuit, Father Maximilfamiliar features which tell of her in- ian Yon Klinkowstrom, died retellectual and moral kinship with cently at the college of his order at
Roman Catholicism. In our own day Laibach, Austria. He was the son
much has been done by some of her of a Swedish convert, was born at
best and brightest sons to increase Vienna in 1819, and, following the
the resemblance still more. They example of an elder brother, joined
have almost cast in our mould all the Society of Jesus in his fifteenth
their new institutions, their entire year. He was ordained in 1846, was
liturgy, their religious orders and forced to leave Austria by the revotheir public charities.
The passion- lution of 1848, going first to Switzerate political hatred by which this land and then to Australia. In 1857
schism, as well as that of the Orient, he came back to Austria, where he
was inspired, is dying out or dead. labored until his death in various
It is a hearth on which fire will no capacities.
?

?

?

?
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Our Irish Letter.
and holy priest who has
been indefatigable in his efforts for
bis Hock and Mother Church, and an
ardent and self-sacriflcing Irish
patriot ever ready with practical help
for the Irish cause, recently celebrated
his eighty-eighth birthday and his
sixty-fourth year in the sacred ministry. All Ireland knows and loves
that old priest, Dean O'Regan?parish priestfTof Mitchelstown ?whose
life is so full of touching piety, of
generous sacrifice for his fellow men
and of noble example to all. During
his sixty-four years as curate and
pastor he has been in the forefront of
Ireland's battle for her rights. A
half a century ago, then in the prime
of his magnificent manhood, he attended the great mass-meeting held
in Dublin, and the spirit which inspired him in those moving times
stirred him to fearless action in later
though not less exciting days. AVho
is it that has not heard the cry " Remember Mitchelstown," which carries
with its sinister meaning the glowing
memory of Dean O'Regan's part in
the light? His purse, voice and pen
were always among the first availed
of in the emergencies of his country,
and today, when he has passed the
allotted span by nearly a score of
years, and when younger men talk of
the future of Ireland with gloomy
foreboding. Dean O'Regan is full of
hope. To him, at least, old Ireland
is not dead yet: neither is the prospect of Home Rule, which he asserts
is only a question of a year or two if
Irishmen under the influence of common sense and common patriotism
would cease their intestine quarrel.
He is cheerily optimistic on the
point, andremembers that he has seen
movement give way to movement,
leader to leader; has seen O'Connell,
Butt and Parnell appear and disappear from the scene ; has known and
been intimate with them as well as
with all the present-day Irish leaders.
The sturdy, manful cheerfulness of
the venerable soggarth aroon is exemplary and refreshing at this hour,
for no one will say that the spirit of
this grand old priest is universal or
even general. Dean O'Regan is a
native of Mallow, County Cork,
where he was born in 1808. He received his early education in his
natal town. Ferinoy and Cork. In
1826 he entered Maynooth College,
and in 18:12 he was ordained by the
distinguished Archbishop Murray.
His first mission was at Castletownroche, and following that the curacies
of Fermoy, Youghal, Buttevant and
Queenstown fell to his lot in the
order given, and in 1849 he was appointed parish priest of Kanturk.
where he remained for no lssa than a
good

J

quarter of a century, and was then

appointed pastor of his native town,
He held the pastorship of
and
was then transferred to Mitchelstown,
becoming dean of the diocese of
Mallow.

hisjbirthplace for seven

Cloyne.
During Dean O'Regan's fifteenyears
stay at Mitchelstown he has been in
the thickest of the battle between
landlord and tenantry. He will tell
you with a quaver in his voice how
three innocent men Casey, Lonnergan and Shinnick were shot down
almost at his door. The death of
poor John Mandeville is another incident whose sorrow links the Dean
closely with Mitchelstown. The waterworks in the town owe their existence
mainly to his efforts. To him also is
due the construction of the Mitchelstown railway, of whose board of
directors he is the chairman, and he
was instrumental in the institution of
the loan bank which, in [the facilities
it gives for small loans, is a blessing
to the needy. The mind of this
octogenarian priest is still active with
similarly beneficent schemes. It is
a pleasure to visit Dean O'Regan at
his beautiful parochial residence, so
picturesquely situated at the foot of
the Galtee mountains, and to hear
him relate his reminiscences which go
back more than seventy years and
embrace some of the most stirring
events which have occurredin the everfaithful Catholic isle during the
?

?

present century.

M. J. Roche.
According to the Westminster
Gazette, Rev. Sebastian Bowden of
the Brompton Oratory, will shortly
issue a work dealing with the religious belief of Shakespeare. The

researches of the reverend author
have led him to believe that the Bard
of Avon was a Catholic. His work
will incidentally refer to the authenticity of several disputed passages in
Shakespeare's plays, particularly in
the last act of "Henry VIII." The
probability of the Fletcher theory will
also be considered.
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The Housewife.

ORANGES.

INTHE KITCHEN.
POACHED EGGS.

Fill a spider more than half full of
hot water, add a tablespoonfulof salt,
break some fresh eggs in a saucer,
keeping the yolks whole ; when the
water begins to bubble, slide the eggs
into the spider, and let cook slowly,
until the white is done; remove with
a skimmer to a hot platter, being careful to have no water; put a piece of
butter on each egg and serve.
BAKED

EGGS.

Butter a soup plate, break carefully, so as to keep the yolks whole,
as many eggs as you wish, sprinkle a
dust of salt over them and put a
small piece of butter on top of each
egg, then pour over them thin, sweet
cream, allowing one tablespoonful for
each egg, set in a moderate oven
about five minutes, or until the whites
are set; serve from the same dish
they are baked in.
EGGS SERVED WITH HASH.

Prepare your hash for the table.
put it on a platter and smooth

HEART

nicely,

then with the bowl of a spoon make
identations in the top, have some eggs
eitherfried or poached, and place one
in each cavity. In serving, help each
to some hash and one egg.
PLAIN OMELET.

Allow four eggs, one tablespoonful
of flour, two tablespoonfuls of milk,
a little salt, beat all the yokes and
two whites together, add the flour and
milk, beat until smooth, then beat the
other whites with an egg beater, and
add. Put two spoonfuls of butter in a
spider ; when hot pour in the mixture,
set over the fire and brown on the
bottom, remove, loosen and set in the
oven to cook the top, watch carefully,
remove to a hot platter ami serve.
800 SALAD.

Boil six eggs ten minutes, then put
them in cold water until thoroughly
cold, peel and slice. Have ready a
cream dressing, two eggs beaten well,
a teaspoonful of sugar, one-fourth
teaspoonful of salt, two tablespoonfuls sweet cream, a pinch of mustard, two spoonfuls of vinegar; put
in a double boiler, and stir until it
thickens, set away until cold, then
pour over the eggs. It is best to
make the dressing first, so it will }>c
cooling.
SCRAMBLED EGGS.

two
tablespoonfuls of
Put
butter in a spider, beat six
eggs, add three spoonfuls of
sweet milk, half a teaspoonful of
salt; pour in when butter is hot, but
uot brown, stir from outside to the
middle, from one to two minutes,
pour out in a warm dish and serve.
Marion.
Laughing Babies
are loved by everybody. Those raised on

the Gaff Borden Eagle Brand Condensed
Milk are comparatively free from sickness. Infant Health fs a valuable pamphlet for mothers. Send your address for
a copy to the New York Condensed Milk

In selecting oranges, bear in mind
that big oranges are generally not
good. They are often all skin and
fibre. If you want the best oranges,
buy small fruit, that is, fruit that
runs 175 to 200 to the box. Weigh
it in the hand ; take the heaviest.
Sweet, sound oranges are full of
juice and sugar, and very heavy. A
thin, smooth skin is a good sign.
Wide, deep-pored skins are unmistakable signs of a coarse, spongy article. Bright, yellow oranges usually
cost more than russet, because they
are prettier. When the commission
merchant buys in a hurry he saves
time by taking an orange between his
hands and squeezing it to death.
MAPLE SUGAR BISCUIT.
In this tempting method of using
maple sugar an ordinary soda biscuit
dough is first made, and when ready
to roll out a generous cupful of maple
sugar which has been cut into the
size of peas is stirred in. Then cut
the biscuits the usual shape and let
the whole process be as rapid as possible. Bake in a quick oven and
serve hot. The syrup cooks out
somewhat in baking and forms a
coating which is very agreeable.
Any that are left over will be liked
cold next day and will also be found
a pleasant addition to the children's
lunch.
THE FAULT OF FRETTING.
A good many women are more
fatigued by the work they fail to accomplish than by what they do ; that
is, they fret and worry over the thousand and one things which demand
attention and the hurrying to get
through present tasks in order to turn
to these others, added to a mental
performance which, even though it
may never materialize, is as physically exhausting to a nervously organized woman as manual labor.
Fortunately, there are some women
who can see things in their rightful
proportions, whose perspective is
accurate, and to whom small things
do not assume the undue proportions
which characterize Japanese art.
Such women can separate essentials
from non-essentials.
They can stand off a little way
from the situation and get its general
effect or see it as it really is, which is
the first and most important step towards an adjustment of themselves to
it. But this practical sense of perspective is a thing which most women
sadly need to develop and cultivate.
Its application to women's work is no
less important than to artistic effort.

REVIEW-

there never had been any reduction of
wages during that whole period ; and
yet there had been a constant reduction in the price of their goods and in
their cost. A neighboring establishment has a strike about every year.
The manager of this, seeing the prosperity of my friend's establishment
and its freedom from difficulties,
came to him when they were
suffering from a strike and said
Colonel,
what is
the secret
of your management? What do
you do to escape strikes and these
labor troubles? " ?\u25a0Well." the colonel
I probably do some tilings
said,
Well, what
would not."
you
that
is that? I want to learn." "To
bring the thing down to a point, let
me say that we have now on our
pay-roll a man who has been with
us twenty years
a skilful man
We
who knows his business.
never have reduced his wages.
lie has been sick on his bed six
months, and is likely to be there several months more. Yet his name
Now, you
stays on our pay-roll.
No," he s:iid,
wouldn't do that."
I wouldn't." " Very well," said
the colonel, have your
Hon. Carroll D. Wright.

:
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DOMESTIC MARTYES.
Lots of women suffer constantly,
and seldom utter complaint.
Good men rarely know the pair,
endured by the women of their own
household, or the efforts they make to
appear cheerful and happy when they
ought to be in bed, their suffering is
really so great.
Our habits of life and dress tell
sadly upon women's
delicate organiza/|?
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young children enjoy a garden plot of their own, and the planting, transplanting, weeding, and
watering furnishes much entertainment and occupation. A little maid
of five years has a garden where she
plants, marks and watches for the
Her
first sight of her seeds.
mother has already taught her to
draw some of the simplest plant
forms, and she is learning to name
the colors from the flowers in the garden. Children love the plants that
germinate and flower most quickly,
and this little maid will soon have a
whole orchard of fruit trees if she
continues to plant orange, lemon, and
cherry pits with the same ardor she
has shown for the past week.
Very

confess I am so wonderwith the music of this
charmed
fully
instrument (the tongue) that I
would by no means discourage it.
All that I aim at is to cure it of
several disagreeable notes, and in
particular of those little jarrings and
dissonances which arise from anger, consciousness, and gossiping;
in short, I would have it always
tuned by good nature, truth, discretion and sincerity. ?Addison.

I

must

When you are ironing, don't pile
the freshly ironed garments on the
clotheshorse to dry by slow degrees.
Spread them out so that they will dry
rapidly, and they will not be wrinkled.
If collars and cuffs are very slow to
dry under the iron, put them in the
HOW ONE EMPLOYER AVOIDS
hot sun or close to the stove; they
STRIKES.
will then be as stiff again as they
I have a friend in Washington who would be if you ironed all the starch
is the president of a great manufactur- out of them trying to dry them.
m
ing establishment in the West. He
told me last year that in twenty-five
The merest dash of cinnamon in a
years' experience they never had cup of chocolate after it is poured is
had any difficulty in their works. said to add a piquant and uudistinThere never had been a strike, guishable flavor.

\

:

such women
here, they are *^
too well known by those who have suffered, but we will impress upon every
one that these are the never-failing
symptoms of serious trouble, and unless
relieved at once, a life will be forfeited.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound never fails to relieve the distressing troubles above referred to; it has
held the faith of the women of America
for twenty years.
It strengthens the muscles, banishes
backache and relieves all pains incident
to women's diseases.

For the week ending April 30, 23
12 boys and 11 girls
children
were received into the Home for
Destitute Catholic Children; 1 boy
and 2 girls were placed in families, 1
boy and 6 girls were restored to their
relatives. Remaining in the Home
April 30: 204 children?120 boys
and 84 girls. The following subscriptions and donations have been
received for the week ending April
30, 1896: Rev. R. S. Burke, Rev.
John F. Cummins, Rev. Friend, Mr.
J. E. Lynch, $10 each; Rev. D. J.
Herlihy, $5; Messrs. T. F. Quinn,
.1. W. McKinney, .1. L. Reardon, T.
11. Conley & Co., Patrick Smith, M.
S. Merten, Doctor .lames P. Broderick, and A. Hanky, 85 each; Mr.
John Mulvey, 82 ; Messrs. T.M. McLaughlin, M. Landrigan, Thomas
Ilanigan. Patrick Norten, Michael J.
Martin. Patrick Median, Daniel
Gaffney, Patrick McDermott, 81
each. Donations of money, clothing,
stores, or any articles useful to the
children or the Home are respectfully
?

?

solicited.

S.i

Monsigxor Bourne has been appointed coadjutor-bishop of Southwark, Kng., and our latest English
exchanges state that his consecration
will take place early this month. The
new prelate studied at St. Edmund's,
Ushaw, St. Sulpice, Paris, and at
Louvain. He was ordained some
twelve years ago, and for the past
six years he has been the head of the
Southwark Seminary. The Pope made
him a domestic prelate last year.
?

Thirty-six

converts from various
religious sects were confirmed at
St. Augustine's Church, Kalamazoo,
Mich., by Right Rev. Bishop Foley
on a recent Sunday.
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Various New Publications.
Current Literature" for May
is a excellentnumber and contains so
many admirable selections in prose
Inebriety Not Hereditary.
and verse, covering such a variety of
Doctor Keeley, whose views on the subjects, that the reader is at loss
subject of inebriety are well known, which article to pronounce the best
h:is written a work of some3sopages of the issue.
to set forth his theory thai drunkenIn the
Outlook's" illustrated
ness is not hereditary and can be article on"The Higher Life of New
cured. His Ireatment of the subject Orleans," in its magazine issue of
is very exhaustive, and while some last week are found portraits of
Archbishop Janssens, Margaret
persons may differ from the views lie Ilaugherv. the benevolent Catholic
advances, none can deny that he pre- woman lo whom the Crescent City
sents them in a forcible, if not a thor- erected a statue, and the cathedral.
oughly convincing, manner.
His
The current issue of "McClurc's
book, which C. S. Griggs & Co., of
Magazine"hasa finely illustrated paper
Chicago, have brought out in a very by W. 11. Low on Jean Francois Millet,
neat form, is one that will have a the painter of"The Angelus" ; Doctor
special interest for all whose sympa- Ronteng's discovery is discussed by
thies are enlisted in temperance work, Doctor W. W. Keen, and Miss Tarbell's" Life of Lincoln" deals with
and other readers will find its pages his congressional career. Elizabeth
neither dull nor uninstructive.
Stuart Phelps, Garrett P. Serviss.
Cy. Warman and Anthony Hope are
also represented in this issue
An Elizabethan Romance.
DoCTOB David A. Wells contriUnder the title of
The Wonder- butes to the current Popular Science
ful Flower of Woxindon," Rev. Monthly" an interesting article on
Joseph Spillman, S. J., has written "Taxation in Literature and Hisan Elizabethan story, which is more tory"; the monetary question from a
of a historical tale than a mere work novel and instructive point of view is
considered by Mr. Logan O. Mcof fiction, dealing with Babington's Pherson, and Doctor James
Weir
conspiracy which brought Mary tells about some American pygmies.
Stuart to the scaffold. Father Spill- There are several other papers, and
man's story is not by any means the departments show their usual exwithout its merits as a piece of fic- cellence.
tion ; it is especially valuable, furtherThe May number of"The Atlanmore, as a historical narrative, par- tic" opens with a paper by George
ticular paius having been made to B. Hill on the " Letters of Dante
Gabriel Rossetti." Lafcactio Hearn
render it accurate in that character, contributes one of his Japanese
and the principal facts being based articles: Mrs. Lathrop concludes her
on the authority of the Protestant memories of her father, and the
historian Ho3ack. Again, the work Scandinavian element of our population is considered by Kendrick C.
is a very timely one, in view of the
Babcock. Fiction is represented by
movement that has been started in a further instalment of Henry James'
England to have the Queen of Scots "The Old Things." and a one-part
canonized. The book retails for story of western life by Mary IlalPilgrim
81.50, and is published by B. Her- lock Foote, entitled
Station." Poems, book reviews, and
der, of 17 South Broadway, St. Louis. the usual
departments complete the
issue.

New Books.

Medical.
VIRTUES OF THE APPLE.
The apple, says Doctor

(!.

R.

Scarles, is such a common fruit thai
very few persons are familiar with its

??

remarkably efficacious medicinalproperties. Everybody ought to know

that the very best thing they can do
is to eat apples just before retiring
for the night. Persons uninitiated in
the mysteries of the fruit are liable to
throw up their hands in horror at the
visions of dyspepsia which such a
suggestion may summon up, but no
harm can come to even a delicate system by the eating of ripe and juicy
apples just before going to bed. The
apple is excellent brain food, because
it has more phosphoric acid in easily
digested shape than other fruits. It
excites the action of the liver, promotes sound and healthy sleep, and
thoroughly disinfects the mouth.
This is not all. The apple helps the
kidney secretions and prevents calculus growths while it obviates indigestion and is one of the best known
preventives of diseases of the throat.
Everybody should be familiar with
such knowledge.

"

CHILDREN'S SLEEP.

Parents should remember that the
regulation of their children's sleep is
just as important as that of their
diet or the air they breathe, savs a
well known doctor. Much as ] love
children,it always saddens me to find
my special pets still up when I call to
see their mothers. The Germans are
very particular about putting their
Children to bed early. It i> impressed
upon the minds of mothers by all the
literature on children's welfare published in the German language. I
(plote from one : "Want of sleep in
Six cents in stamps sent to John
children brings on a variety of diseases, such as weakness, bloodless- A. Ileilinanii, Lock Box 536, Kansas
ness and want of energy, which soon City, Mo., will secure the return of
develop into nervous diseases, scrof- " Advice to Parents" a pamphlet of

pages containing sage
counsel for fathers and mothers, compiled by a priest of the Kansas City
diocese and approved by Bishop
Hogan. This work is now in its
sixty-six

ula and other obstinate ailments."
FOR HEALTH'S SAKE.

Many of you. probably, do not
know exactly how to go about exercising in a way that will be beneficial
to the health. For the sake of those
who do not know we append the following two good rules :?
A very good exercise for the muscles of the back and waist : Stand
erect, with your hands straight above
your head. Rise on the toes and
reach as far up toward the ceiling as
possible, then bend at the waist-line
until the hands touch the toes, slowly
rise again to natural position, letting
Ihe hands fall naturally to the sides.
A very simple exercise for expanding Ihe chest is lo stand facing a
corner, put your hands mi each side
of the wall, and go as far forward
toward the corner with your chest as
you can. Be careful not to move the
hands or feet, and take a long breath
each time before doing it.
These exercises should be practiced in the morning in a well-venti-

lated room.

"

??

??

A notable paper in the May
"Forum" is Doctor 11. K. Carroll's
negative reply to the query Is the
Power of Christianity Waning?"
Mr. Godkin writes on The Political
Situation": there is a valuable paper
on " Modern Norwegian Literature "
by Bjornstjerne Bjornson; Senator
Lodge airs his well known views on
Our Duty to Cuba," the opposite
attitude to his being taken by Professor Bassett of Columbia College:
and other papers are Better Homes
for Wage-earners," by Miss Clare dc
Graffcnried" ; and"The Cultivation
of Vacant City Lots." by Mr. M. A.
Mikkelsen. describing the successful

results in New York of this novel
plan for relieving the unemployed.
Among the many works published
by Messrs. A. S. Barnes & Co., 156
Fifth avenue, New York, are "Legends of the Rhine," by M. A. Guerber; "History of the City of New
York," by Mrs. Martha J. Lamb;
" Lyman Abbott's Commentaries " on
the New Testament; Alison's His"
of the
tory of Europe"; "Battles
Revolution," by Henry B. Carrington; "History of Germany," by
Hon. Theo. S. Fay; "Vale Lectures
on Preaching," by R. W. Dale.

Rifus R. Wilson contributes to
Godey's Magazine " an illustrated
article on Seeking Both Ends of the
Globe"; G. E. Walsh has a timely
story on"A Belligerent Cuban,"
and Beaumont Fletcher institutes a
comparison between the Camille of
Duse, Nethersole and Bernhardt.
Mrs. Foltz contributes an instructive
paper giving her personal experience
in the study and practice of law, and
there several other good articles,
while the departments have their usual
merits. This magazine is always
finely illustrated.

"

"
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Mother

*ticipation,
tl\

\M

*
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J

during the whole of her anrequires all of her
own forces and all ihat can
be added to them. The com- ."'
ing child needs all the moth- kj.
er can give and all that
makes bone, muscle, blood, ,jfc.
nerve and growth. After ißf
the child comes, both need
nutriment, gentle stimulant,
restoring sleep and .sweet
digestible food.

'

l^
\toff

contains all that is required. .A,
At Druggists.
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Mol I.TON of
DoCTOB BICHARO
University <>f Chicago, whose
Literary Study of the Bible"
Messrs. I). ('. Heath & Co. of Boston
have just issued, look his degree of
A. I>. from London University, and
received A. M. from Cambridge
University in 1874. Prom I*7l to
1890 he was University Extension
lecturer to the University of Cambridge, to tbe University of Pennsylvania in 1891, receiving from the latter institution the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy. In 1891 and 1892 he
was lecturer to the London Society
('.

the

'?

'

for University Extension, and since
lx'J2 has been connected with the Extension department of the University
of Chicago.
He is the author of
Shakespeare as a Dramatic Artist,"
??The Ancient Classical Drama," and
Pour Years of Novel Beading."
?\u25a0

??

Do You'J
Cliff vl

At*

\u25a0

%

, .,

?,?,? P y

tonishing how
many people
have heart disease and don't

I know it. Its symptoms are very often
mistaken for asthma or some bronchial trouble. If you suffer send for
Dr. Franklin Miles' book, entitled,
"New and

Startling

TZo/-fc ,>

rd.LLS.

It is free by Dr. Miles Medical Co.,
Elkhart, Ind., or get it from your
druggist. It describes the symptoms
fully. Dr. Miles' Heart Cure is sold
by all druggists on guarantee first
bottle benefits or money refunded.

Dr. Miles' Heart Cure
Restores Health

See that curve?

KEATING,
The wheel with no temper rufflers. None of the little breaks and
bothers to ruffle a rider's mind.
Don't think all wheels are alike.
the KEATING fascination.
M catalogue
4c.
In Stamps.

Sample

KEATING WHEEL CO.,
HOLYOKE, MASS.

ARTIFICIAL EYES FITTED, $4.00.
rimless
gold

-?fc

/jM rfjrjjßN)

$4.00

COMPLETE

W*

rimless
NICKEL

$1.50

COMPLETE

(Patent Screw Lock on every pair.)

75 Per Cent. Saved on Oculist*' Order*.

C. I. DAVIS, Mfg

and Prescription Optician

2 Park Sq,, Koomt* 1 and 2, Boston,
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the little lad seized upon his father's
hat, ami flinging it out of the window,
shouted, Now. papa, whistle your
1hope 1 know
hat liack again ! "

Sense and Nonsense.

??

The preparation of peppermint is
especially an American industry, says
Meehan's Monthly. The peppermint
is cut when in bloom, like hay,
dried, placed in closewoodenvats, and
steamed. The oil cells burst, and
the oil passes upward with the
steam, which is condensed and conducted into a receiver, where the
oil rises and is dipped Off. It takes
about ;!;")() pounds of dry peppermint
to produce one pound of oil. An
acre of land yields from six to ten
pounds of oil, often more, even as
high as fifty pounds. New York and
.Michigan produce the most.
?

The death-rate in the German
army is the lowest of any in Europe
or the world, being only live per
thousand yearly.
In England it is
eight, in Fiance ten, in Italy eleven.
The method used in Germany to secure this low mortality is entirely
hygienic, and one of tbe most important is that of bathing in tepid water.
All the soldiers have their warm
baths at a cost of about twelve cents
for each hundred persons, including
the soap used.

In cultivating strawberries under
glass of various colors, Professor
Zacharewiez of Vaucluse, France,
has obtained the following results:
Ordinary clear glass gave the best
and earliest fruit. Orange glass increased the vegetation, but injured
the quality, size, and earlincss of the
fruit. Violet glass increased the yield
at the expense of the quality. Red,
blue, and green gla>s were hurlfill to
all kinds of vegetation.
What is looked upon as a most
important discovery is a solder for
glass. This is composed of !»"> parts
of tin and live parts of zinc. It has
a beautiful metallic lustre, is not subject to change, adheres firmly to
glass, and melts at 2(10 degrees.

M .iches have not yet displaced the
tinder-box in the rural districts of
Spain and Italy.
A METAL $10 BILL.

Something quite remarkable came
into the redemption division of the
Treasury at Washington a short
time ago. It was a thin plate of
silver, about two feet long, into the
surface of which a $10 silver certificate had lieen pressed in such a manner as to incorporate its substance
actually with that of the metal. It
was a brand-new bill, and in the
process had been squeezed out to
about twice its original si'/.e. Nevertheless, it was perfectly recognizable.
A statement accompanied it to the
effect that a workman in a silverware factory had dropped the bill accidentally upon a plate of silver as
the latter was passing through a rolling machine. This explanation being satisfactory, a fiesta $10 certificate was returned to the loser.

He (indignantly).
my own mind !
Siik (sweetly). Yes. you surely
'?I want to ask one more question,"
ought to know as much as that.
said little Frank, as lie was being put
to lied.
Well." acquiesced the tired
A Scotch newspaper declares that
mamma.
esa celebrated vocalist narrowly
caped with his life, his carriage hav" When holes come in stockings,
what
becomes of the piece of stockEdinburgh;
but
ing been upset near
was there before the hole
ing
that
the
same
evehe was able to appear
came?
"
ning iv three pieces.
A HOTEL in Switzerland bore on
CIRCK," said the lecturer, '-as one of its walls the time-honored inyou no doubt remember, turned men scription,
"Hospes, salve!" (Welinto hogs."
come, stranger!) After rebuilding,
I wonder if she did it by starting the above legend had to be restored;
a street-car line?" mused the woman but the painter, who must have had
who had hung to a strap all the way some experience as a traveler, made
to the hall.
a. very slight alteration in one of the
ETHEL. Tom says that that new words, and the inscription now reads,
Hospes, solve! " (Pay, stranger!)
young man who comes to see you is a
?

?

??

"
??

?
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Corsets

"The
A SATIN COR- %
SET, iv white, drab and black, S3
NIZ full boned, high bust, extra long ?
§
waist, generally sold at $3.00. -|j
%\u25a0 The manufacturer retires from
?x- business, and we are therefore 1*
r*«! enabled
*-v
to sell them at
?££
Hose,"

§S

*^

1
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53

kitj

"Vk.
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P

$l"59

You Can Have Them in Any Size. (R
Free of Charge Corsets %
worth from SI.OO up litted free a
of charge.
Sv*
/ji
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Second Floor-Take Elevator.
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£ Wm. S. Butler & Co. I£
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Tremont St., Boston.
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stock broker. What is he. a bull or
A funny story is going the rounds
a bear?
about
Lord Carrington, to the effect
.Maud.? Well, I don't just know,
that
at
the last drawing-room held by
but he has sonic of a bear's proclivithe
queen,
he. in announcing the
ties.
names of the ladies present according
TEACHER. Astronomy is a won- to his duty as Lord Chamberlain, got
derful science, Harry. Men have
mixed," and announced a certain
PUBLISHERS, BOOKSELLERS,
learned through it not only how far .Mrs. M. as " Lady M." Thereupon
and dealers in
CHURCH GOODS,
off the stars are from the earth, but the queen bent forward to greet her
Have removed to the spacious store
with the kiss on the cheek that is alwhat they are made of.
ways given to wives and daughters
HaBRY.? It seems to me a ureal of peers. As she bent. Lord CarBargains in Catholic Books and
ileal more wonderful how they found rington found out his mistake, turned
Religious Goods.
pale
and
out
:
Drafts on the Bank of Ireland.
extremely
gasped
out their names.
Passage Tickets on all the Steamship
Don't kiss her, ma'am don't kiss
Lines to and from Europe
her.
She's not a lady at all."
In a recent article on " Peculiar
Children," Max O'Rell tells the following story :
A boy, reading from a play that
was being translated at sight in class,
came across the question :
Avczvous bien, monsieur?' He naturally
translated this by 'Are you well, sir?'
I said to him
Now don't you
Steerage, Second Cabin and First Cabin, to
think this is a little stiff? Couldn't
and from England, Ireland, Scotland,
and all parts of the world, at lowest
give
me something a little more
you
rates.
Drafts at low rates.
Highest
colloquial? For instance, what would
General agency for all lines.
Swiftest and best steamers.
you say yourself in a like case?
Orders by Mall or Express promptly at
11
tended to.
The boy reflected a few seconds.
Quality
and said, How is your liver, old
CHAS. Y. DASEY,
man?' "
7 Broad Street, four doorj from State,
Boston, Mast.
HtDETOSH] is one of the greatest
men in Japanese history. His relics
are as numerous as those of Washington, In a monastery not far from
Yokohama the guide shows the visiM. J. Roche has been Steamship Agent for the
tor a skull which, it is declared, is
past ten years, during which time he has sent thousands of passengers to and from Ireland, and all parts
the veritable headpiece of the great
of Europe, and no accident has ever befallen a passenger booked at his office. He is agent for all the
departed.
best Lines of Steamships, such as the Cunard, White
Star, Dominion, etc., and the price of tickets at his
Phillips Brooks saw this relic when
office is just the same as at the Boston offices. Drafts
for One Pound Sterling and upwardsat the Lowest
he was in Japan.
Rates.
and
N. B. Don't forget the address: IS Bow
Why," said he. " I thought IliStreet, Charlestown. Open all day and evenings
till 9 o'clock. If you cannot call, write, as mail and
dcyoshi had an enormous head. This
express orders receive prompt attention. Catholic and
Irish books and Mission goods of all kinds at the
Revitalize.
skull is very small."
Lowest Prices.
Yes." said the guide, '? but that
Easily the Best.
was when he was thirteen years old !"
CHAS. STRATTON & SON,

_______

REMOVAL.

Thomas B. Noonan & Go.,

?

"

172 Tremont St., Boston.
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Nutriment.

tapMi

MEmJ? Wfr\

"

Kept a year before bottling, aged by
nature.* uiatchlef... procet.B, and cleansed
by it* own gravitation. Wbile slightly
stimulating, it is strongly nutrient. In
fact. it is t hi' very highest form of pcrlVo

Dealer! In

BOOTB, $HOEB,

RUBBERB

An Englishman and his son were
AND
on a railroad journeytogether. While
77 Leverett St., Boston.
the little fellow was gazing out of the HlJllid food.
Lowest prices for solid goods.
open window, his father slipped the Invaluable for Nursing Mothers,
Invalids and Convalescents.
hat off the boy's head in such a way
SALESMEN WANTED.
When your doctor prescribes Malt Kxbelieve
that
it
had
as to make his son
? 100 to 19125 per month and expenses; staple
tract, get the best-get BUKKHARDT'S.
Hue; position permanent, pleasant and desirablefallen out of the window. The boyAddress, with SUmp, KING MFU. CO., O. 80, ChiSold by all dealers.
cago.
was very much upset by his supposed
FoundryEstablished In 1790 by Paul Revere
loss, when his father consoled him by
CO.,
BURKHARDT
BREWING
'\u25a0 whistle
it
chimes
saying that he could
i V..IAnd
COPPER AND TIN.
ULI
back." A little later he whistled, and °s_S_ _£*
ROXBURY, MASS.
blakk
rax CO.,
\u25a0 \u25a0
BOSTON, MASH.
UlalakV
the hat reappeared. Not long after
TELEPHONIC, BjOXBDRY m.

nn

o

\u25a0

WESTERLY AND NORWICH ADVERTSEMENTS
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PARIS HOUSE."ft Boston Store,
-

§

SPECIAL.

Mackintoshes

C-JH

We are the heaviest dealers In
Mackintoshes in Westerly. On our
counters they can he found from

/

$1.98 to $20.

I

ol

II

\

\

\
?***

Westerly, It. I.

WANT

YOU

1

11

/

Barber Memorial Building,

--

//
/

/

Mrs. P. H. Opie,
High Street,

if

Umbrellas. U

To buy Furniture, Bedding, &c; we want to sell. We
make you this proposition:

I>i3c:oia.

CARPETS.
WALL PAPERS,
WINDOW SHADES,
SMALL WARES,
UPHOLSTERY GOODS,
HOUSEKEEPING GOODS,
CURTAIN POLES, ETC.
than
Our prices are guaranteed as low, or lower,our any
goods
other house in Westerly, and we also guarantee
equal to any offered at the prices.
fiive us a call, and examine our line when m need ol
anything in either DRY GOODS OR UPHOLSTERY FURNISH=
DRESS GOODS,
FANCY GOODS,

_

INQS.

STRICTLY ONE PRICE, AND THAT THE LOWEST.

OWEN VAUGHAN,

With regard

Cor. BROAD

f[|A

serviceable Shoes,

WewillshowyoupAAmmginth^wm
p]ease-yOU*\u25a0

""* *

AJIAAI

Westerly, R. I,

Steam Laundry,
Westerly, R. I.
Fine Flexible Finish, Hand Turned Collars
and Cuffs.
?

& CO.,
JOHN R. 22CHAMPLIN
I.
Main
Street, Westerly, R.

We have made special efforts for the spring season in selecting
our line of Suits for Men, Boys and Children. We are determined more than ever to fully maintain the lead we have in
the Clothing Trade, and strive to give more value for the
money, consistent with good workmanship, than any of our

competitors.

L.

TTJCH,

Clothier, Hatter and Furnisher,
0. D. WELLS BLOCK,

WESTERLY, R. I.

We have ever shown to the people of
Norwich. Trade with us is on the
increase, and with a much larger
stock we hope to merit a fair share
of the public patronage.

We Carry Only FIRST GRADE SHOES.

JOHN W. HERREN,
96 Main St., Norwich, Conn.

M. J. FARRELL,
MOULDINGS,

GO TO

PICTURE FRAMES,

The Corner Drug Store
?

FOB

?

Drugs, Chemicals, Patent Medicines,
TOILET ARTICLES, SPONGES.

Spring Season, 1896!

FINE AND MEDIUM PRICE

Will Be the Largest and Best

DIXON HOUSE COURT,

mTJ
\Jl\ aJJ you call on us

And any T\ I

Spring Stock of

SHOES
a?UNION STB.

WESTERLY

to the coming century

J. \J stylish and

Our

Window Shades.

We are TTT)

U1

NORWICH.

Oil Cloths,

The H. B. GAVITT COMPANY, Wall Papers,
33, 35 and 37 WEST BROAD STREET, Westerly, R. I.

WESTERLY, R. I.

D. R. PORTER, Manager,

Look the town over, and when you have seen all the different
stocks, come and see us, and if our styles are not the best
and our prices the lowest we will not expect you to buy
of us.

Furniture, Bedding, Etc.,

BXoolx..

Hoaxes©

Prescriptions Carefully Compounded

PICTURES,
LOOKINC CLASSES, &C,

GEORGE H. BRAY, Pharmacist,
Cor. Main and Broad 8to., Westerly, K.I.

BROADWAY,

61

ABEL P. RANDALL,

Norwich, Conn.

Plumber, Steam and Gas Fitter,

WELCOMIAToItii
156Water
Main

AND DEALER IN SUPPLIES.
Hot Water Heating a Specialty. All work
ilone by Experienced Workmen.

Dixon House Court, Westerly, R. I.

RIDE A GRESENT BICYCLE!
bicycle factory in
Hade i» tlie largest
the world ami fully warranted.

Prices for 28-inch Wheels, $50 and $75.

O.

STILLMAIM'S

Book and Stationery Store
Westerly, It. f.

Also agency for Victor, Keating, Humber,
Spalding, Remington, ami other lint-class
wheels.

137

SI. &

St.,

Has everything in the line of

STAPLE AND FANCY

Groceries, Flour, Frits, to.,
AND

At Lower Prices Than any Other
Store in Norwich.

When Looking for

24

NEW LONDON AND NORWICH ADVERTISEMENTS

"Our 50c. Shirt Leads."

*»

CLOTHING BEST 50c. UNLAUNDERED SHIRT
OFFERING THE

\VK AUK

r

Headwear
POB

BICYCLING, OUTING, YACHTING,
Traveling,
Seaside and Mountain Wear,
FOR LADIES, MEN AND CHILDREN.
Special Caps made for clubs or indi-

viduals.

TATE & NEILAN,

The New London, Conn., Hatters
IH9 State St., next to Crocker House.

T. W. POTTER,
72 State Street,
NEW LONDON, CONN.,
The place to buy everything in the line

FAMILY^GROCERIES
?

AM)

?

FRUIT.
Try his Oolong Tea, 30c per lb.; Mixed
Tea, ;!0c per lb ; Young Hyson, 25c per lb.
500 doz. solid packed Tomatoes, 3 cans
for 25c, !)Oc a dozen.
500 doz. Early .lime I'eas, 3 cans for 25c,
$1.00 per dozen.
California Can Fruits. Peaches, Tlums,
Apricots, Pears, 18c per can. 3 for 50c.
300 lbs. Evaporated Apricots, 10c per lb.

It will pay you to look over his stock,

FANCY PRINT BUTTER,

?

-

28c

Remember that we always have the right goods at right prices.
Men's Lightweight Overcoats and Suits of the newest fabrics and
most stylish cut are specialties with us. Buyers are assured that
we can always please the most exacting.
In Children's Goods we lead as usual, not only in quality of
goods, but in favorable prices to the buyer.
We sell a fine line of Furnishings for Men and Boys.

Sickness to Health.
Then don't deal in uncertainties. Be sure of

PURE DRUGS AND SKILFUL DRUGGISTS
by taking it to

NICHOLS & HARRIS,
119
State Street,

New London, Conn.,

isk

NICHOLS'

TOILET

Nothing equals it.

CREAM.

BEFORE PURCHASING
CALL AT

May's Shoe Store
and look over the

New Spring Styles of Footwear.

JAMES R. MAY,
82 State Street,

NEW LONDON, CONN.

Street,

State

48

-

NEW LONDON,

All Linen Bosom and Cull's, with New
York Mills Muslin, Extra Gussets,

-

CONN.

I 30 State St.,
NEW LONDON,

HUBER & CHITTENDEN,
Tic Kid Glove Emporium of New London.

"CLOVES" FOR

Kl'l)

200 DOZEN

- -

-

CONN.

EASTER

In all the Newest Tints,

TANS, MODE, PEARLS, WHITE, BROWN AND BLACK, IN PLAIN
OR EMBROIDERED BACKS.

Special for

Easter.

A 4-Button Suede Two Tone Embroidery, all shades, at
Actually worth $1.25.
Our 4-Button Glace at $1.00 has no equal.
All Gloves warranted and fitted.

$1.00

HUBER i£ CHITTENDEN
60 STATE STREET, NEW LONDON, CONN.

Moon's Pharmacy.
One of«if not" THE BEST

For

Best

Results,

IN QUALITY AND STRENGTH,

"

DRI K

STACEY'S

Teas and Coffees.
123 STATE STREET,

NORWICH
Have Your Prescriptions Compounded under a Check System.

LOW PRICES.
PURE DRUGS.

STEINER'S

PHARMACY,
New London, Conn.
PATENT MEDICINES.
SHANNON BUILDING,
Physicians' Prescriptions
Norwich, Conn.
t Accurately Compounded. E. Y. DABOLL,
JOHN A. MORGAN & SON,
FIRE INSURANCE,

*

477 Bank Street,
NEW LONDON,

CONN.'

FIVE LICENSED PHARMACISTS.

For Chapped Hands and Rough Skin

inches long,

BARKER <&, MAY, C. C. PERKINS & CO.,

Physician's Prescription
May be your passport from

are H

with extra reinforcements.

Equipped Drug Stores in the city.

THE

MADE.
They

Boston Furniture Company
Hannfactnren ol and Dealers in

AGF.NT Fill!

HOME, of New York.

SCOTTISH UNION, of Edinburg.
AMERICAN FIRE, of New York.
AMERICAN, of Newark, N. J.
HOLYOKE MUTUAL, of Salem.
PACIFIC, of New York.
AGRICULTURAL, of Watertown, N. Y
NEW LONDON COUNTY MUTUAL.

5 MAIN ST., NEW LONDON, CONN.

Furniture, Carpets, Practical

P. W. RUSSELL,

BEDDING, ETC.

UNDERTAKERS

Plumbing, Steam and Gas
Fitting.

Gas Fixtures and all Articles Pertaining
to the Trade.
186 Hank Street, New Lonilon, Conn.

:

Bookseller, Stationer, News Dealer,

Nos. 244 to 250 BANK STREET.

Book and Job Printer.

CONN.

NOKWICII. CONN.
Orders Received bj Telephone.

MILLINERY.

New and Pretty Designs in Trimming.
MISS SHEA,
35 SHETUCKET STREET,
Norwich, Conn, rp ttfitrt \u25a0

What Are You Paying for

Fresh-Made Creame y Butter,
IN PRINTS,

TVHAT FOR

And Other Canned Goods,

C. J. VIETS,

Magee Stoves and Ranges, Household
Stoves and Ranges of Taunton, Mass.
SEW LONDON,

Office and Yard on Central Wharf,

Corned Ox Tongues, Canned Corn

General Funeral Furnishers.
KOI.K Ac.l.vrs

Lumber and Coal.

No. 115 Bttte Sim-I, New London, Conn.

Or Even for GOLD DUST or SOAP ?
Possibly you can save money
Bl

i;ri im. ok

Welcome A. Smith,
Norwich,

Conn,

